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Ki Gottberg shares Gl bill to aid student veterans
'Frontier' on stage
Playwright, director flexes acting abilities in one-person show
Fernando Sioson
Staff Writer
The New City Theater is an
independent venue known for
sponsoring new and upcoming
independent plays. Situated on a
cozy spot at 18th and Union that
overlooks two sides of Seattle, the
theater will soon feature a piece
written and performed by Ki
Gottberg, a Seattle University
drama professor.

Gottberg, who has recently
been focusing on her role as a director and writer, says she is rediscovering her niche as an actress.
She won't just act in the play;
she will perform alone. The play,
entitled "Frontier: Valley of the
Shadow," is a one-person show,
with Gottberg performing six
different roles. These roles include a German knife salesman,
an Indian housewife, a rebellious .American teenager and
Gottberg herself!
"One-person shows usually
bore me to death, since you're not
seeing any relationships develop,"

Gottberg said. "[My] piece uses
transformation as a way to tell
the story, and I do that over and
over again."
In addition, the hour-long
one-person play will utilize minimal movement, light and sound
effects, relying heavily on dialog
and Gottberg's ability to adapt
and shift from one character
to another.
The play's story tells of the
trials of an immigrant family as
they struggle to survive in postWorld War II America. According
to Gottberg, the play's primary
themes are faith and survival, and
she says it is heavily based on her
own life. The plays widely diverse
characters are based on individuals from Gottberg's past, primar-

ily her family.
Gottberg first began writing
and conceptualizing the play
while she was away on sabbatical last fall. After enduring her
only daughters battle

with cancer, Gottberg
pulled inspiration
from that difficult
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Graduate student Keith Roraback will not receive Yellow Ribbon benefits but the post 911 Gl Bill will
increase his basic allowance for housing, giving him needed support while pursuing his MBA.
Pauline Diaz
Staff Writer
Beginning this fall, Seattle
University will implement

the

Yellow Ribbon Program, a financial
aid initiative that will make full undergraduate tuition free for eligible
war veterans.

A

new parr

of the post-9/11 GI

Players to watch in '09-'

of making education available to
people," said Janet Cantelon, director of Student Financial Services.
"We want to give to people who've

tiqn covered for up to the price of
the state's most expensive public

served in the armed forces."
In Washington, the baseline

school, including tuition and fees.
The amount can also be applied to
private schools.
"It's part of the mission in terms

aid is roughly $ 16,000
per year, based on
Washington State
University's tuition per
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10 Recession spurs
scholarship fund

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
One Division I transitional season down. Four more to go.
The 2009-2010 season will
bring new challenges for the
Redhawks who will be in their
second year of the D-I transition
process. Learning from success
and failure, Seattle University athletics plans to gain from the past

Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer

In light of current economic
troubles, the university anticipates

season's experiences.

Youth leadership
On the volleyball court, head
coach Shannon Ellis and the young
team look forward to another challenging but exciting season.
"Next year in volleyball Jamie
Mellies will once again be running
the court from the setter position,"
Ellis said.
Mellies was named GNAC CoFreshman of the year in 2007 and

Braden VanDragt
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Sophomore Drew Harris drives the lane during the game vs..UW
March 3. He is one of the rising men's basketball stars at Seattle U.
led the team in assists this season
with 1,023.
"Kaytlyn Dill and Cristin
Richards will be key hitters for us
again and they are a year stronger, faster and smarter now as

sophomores so that will be really
fun to watch," Ellis said.
Dill and Richards
were at the top of the
Page
team for kills with 113
16
and 110, respectively.
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Bill, the Yellow Ribbon Program
will begin its first year Aug. 1.
Through this program, eligible veterans can have their college educa-
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more students will require additional financial aid to remain enrolled.
In response, Student Financial
Services has established a new fund
to assist students in need.
Student Financial Services has
designed the Academic Year, AY,
Fund to help both graduates and
undergraduates whose financial

have been negatively
impacted by the recession.

circumstances

Money from the AY Fund will
supplement any scholarship money
or financial aid that a student has
already received from the university,
the government, or other external
parties, as determined by merit or
the 2009-2010 FAFSA.

The total scholarship could be
anywhere from $1,000 to $5,000,
but any grant larger than $3,000
requires approval from the Student
Financial Services administrators.
Janet Cantelon, director of
Student Financial Services, and
James White, associate provost of
Enrollment Services, established the
AY Fund when it became apparent
that some students might need additional financial assistance.
"It's common for the financial
situations of many students' families to change over the course of
four years," Cantelon said. "This
fund will help those families push
through their financial problems,
especially in these difficult times."
The university has
set aside approximately
Page
$250,000 from funds
the university gets from
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SU campus to see Teens bring voice to violence
summer renovations
Educational forum confronts misconceptions about gang-affiliation in local neighborhoods

Frances Dinger

Staff Writer

Braden VanDragt
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Constnxtion workers pack up aftera day of work on the $55 million
library renovation. The project will be completed in September.
Fernando Sioson

Volunteer Writer
By the time fall quarter starts,
steel girders will be protruding
out ofdie library building and the
ground in front ofthe library will
be totally excavated. Seatde U will
see no shortage of noise and activity this summer in preparation for
the library renovation and various
other projects around campus.
Construction workers have
already been gearing up to start
work full-time on the library project. Thougli the $55 million library renovation will be the focus
of summer construction work,
several other improvements will
be made to the campus, including
new music labs, new advising offices and building extensions.
The Lemieux Library will close
its doors to all non-construction
personnel June 13, die last day of
finals. Nine days later, the interim
library at 1313 Columbia St. will
open. Major construction will
begin June 15 and will continue
until the library re-opens its doors

Sept. 22.
"There are a lot of unknowns
that can make or break our construction schedule," said Dave
Bonewitz, one of the university
supervisors ofthe library project.
"Even so, we're quite confident we
can finish on time."
As work continues on the library through the next academic
year, some changes will be made
to minimize danger to students
and faculty. The C-Street exit
that leads to the library will be
locked and the road between the
engineering building and the library will be fenced off as long as

today in the library foyer, hosted
by Seattle U President Stephen
Sundborg, SJ.
Additionally, the university has
several smaller capital projects to
work on this summer, though the
library project takes up a majority
of time and money.
"We've had to scale back on
spending because of the economy," said Joy Jacobson, director
ofcapital construction. "We don't
normally haveasss million dollar
building project

to

deal with, but

we're working around it."

We've had to
scale back on

spending because
of the economy.
Joy Jacobson

Construction Director
A new digital music lab will
be constructed in the Fine Arts
building. It will feature an addi-

tional classroom as well as support
for new composition technology.
The new Admissions and Alumni
building will be finished in July.
The Kinsey Gallery will move from
its current location in the Casey
building to the Admissions and
Alumni building, and the current
Kinsey Gallery space will be transformed into advising offices.
The loading dock for the
Student Center will be upgraded
to facilitate more sustainable practices for recycling, composting
and waste disposal. Some moderaconstruction persists.
tor apartments in Xavier will be
Those who regularly park on remodeled and will include brand
the west side of campus, in either new kitchen units.
the garage or the parking lot, can
Aremodel ofthe Sullivan Law
to
see
as
construcdelays
building
will also commence this
expect
tion vehicles move in and out of summer. The Seaport Building,
the area throughout the day;
which is currently occupied by
According to university project custodial offices and storage, will
manager Steve de Bruhl, attempts be emptied and eventually conwill be made to lower the amount verted into an expansion of the
ofdisruption construction activity law school.
causes.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the new library was held

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

Since the beginning of the year,
local mediahas been asking whether
or not youth violence is on the rise
in Seattle schools. The National
Gang Intelligence Center reports
an estimated 1 million United
States residents are gang members
as of September 2008, an 800,000
person increase since a similar report
was published in 2005.
Seattle's own gang numbers are
less conclusive. To assess Seattle's
own situation,, the Coalition
for Educational Equality held
a panel, "Behind the Headline:
Youth Violence in Seattle," inviting ambassadors from local high
schools to share their perspectives,
propose solutions and abolish

misconceptions.
"This isn't meant to be just
a panel about gangs," said Sally
Haber, director of the Children's
Literacy Project and an organizer of
die event. "This is about die actual

effect of violence, how hype and
labels affect students as well as die
acts

diemselves. We don't want to

perpetuate fears or stereotypes."
Although the panel began as an

examination ofU.S. gang statistics,
participants proved diat the issue
goes beyond the label of "gang"
violence and is, at die heart, about
youdi in die community and die life
chances they are given. This more
expansive issue about at-risk youth
poses a greater challenge to authorities dian apprehending alleged gang
members.
"A major part of what we are
trying to do is to bring awareness
about inequities in schools to SU,"
said Sean McCreight, junior humanities for teaching and creative
writing major. "This panel is an expansion of diat."
Seattle Police officer Cookie
Bouldin spends most of her week
at Meany Middle School, interacting widi at-risk youdi.
"We have to come in and start
more programs for these kids.
There's nothing for diem to do,"

Bouldin said.
It is not a new concern that juve-

nile delinquency begins out ofa lack
of productive activities offered to
youth. Bouldins experience comes
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Francis Dinger

Sally Haber, of the Children's Literacy Project, and Willfred Padua
helped orchestrate Monday night's forum with high school students.
from talking with these kids while
on duty as a former patrol officer.
"I asked diesekids, 'What do you
want in die community for die summer?," Bouldin said. "No one had
ever asked them before and, to my
surprise, they wanted a chess tournament and a barbeque."
This same sentiment was echoed
by YouthAmbassadors from Garfield
High School. Ambassador Taleia
agreed widiBouldin.
"The kids who cause trouble
don't seem to care much about

We have to come
in and start more

programs for
these kids.
Cookie Bouldin
SPD Detective

think about symptoms and how
this infection spreads. [...] If a kid
is cursing me out, it's like a sick
kid vomiting: we're prescribing the
wrong thing through punishment.
We have to treat die reason why they
are acting out."
Compassionate and vocal community members also supported preventative measures. James Staples, a
parole officer and audience member
at the panel, said die solution can
only come from addressing adult
violence.
"These children are only acting
out because of what's happening to

them," Staples said.
The

event

drew concerned citi-

zens, college students and city of-

ficials and sparked a city-wide discussion, but some high school ambassadors saw a lack ofattendance
among their peers.
"There are no teenagers here
tonight," said Josh, a youth ambassador from Garfield High School.
"How can we meet the needs of
the youth if they're not here to

school work, but they really don't participate?"
have anything constructive to do,"
In the coming months, six foTaleia said. "But we can't force prorums will be held on youth violence
grams down their throats, either."
in Seattle.
All panel members were in agree"There was an attitude [in the
ment diat methods used in the past
media] that if we brought enough
can no longer address die issue of attention to this issue, it would get
delinquent youth, be it incarceration cleaned up," Smalls said. "But what
or punishment in schools.
really happens is when people get
Michael Smalls, a staff member scared, they run. In Seattle, we're fiat Meany, recently attended a worknally being preventative ratherrhan
shop on die issue of youdi violence reactionary."
and proposed a solution.
"We have to look at violence as Ranees can be reached at
a social disease," said Smalls, "Let's
dingerf@seattleu.eclu
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Not ready

forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven

.

Alex LaCasse

Staff Writer
Five years ago, Seattle seemed
too far away from the East Coast
for Katie Pinard, program coordinator for the Center for Service and

the program coordinator for the
Center for Service and Community
Engagement, or CSCE.
Pinard came to the university
in 2004 as a graduate student in
the school of theology and ministry. Born and raised in Maine, she
went to St. Joseph's College for her
undergraduate degree. She then performed two years of service-work.
Pinard worked for Americorps Vista
and then at a volunteer ministry
program in New York directed by
the Franciscan order.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes.iD. and Steven Klein

Center for Service
says goodbye to
inspirational mentor

Community Engagement.
"I actually pulled up a map of
the United States and said it is too
far; there is no way I'm going to
do this."
Five years later, Pinard is on her
way back to the East Coast after
working at Seattle University first
as a graduate assistant and then as

method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our websiteand find out
about the next free seminar.
40/tt^L

The Steven Klein Company
Seattle
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206-524-4915
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professional

colleagues, but Katie
is one of the most

spiritually grounded.
Healthy 16- to 26-Year-Old Female Volunteers Needed for

HPV VACCINE STUDY
HPV (human papillomavirus) is the most common STD.
�
5 million women become infected with one or more
types of genital HPV each year.
�
HPV is the cause of genital warts and may cause abnormal Pap tests.

Help us test an experimental HPV vaccine. Volunteers will receive
e'rther GARDASIL™ (the FDA approved HPV vaccine) or an
experimental multivalent vaccine.
f
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All study visits will take place at the University of Washington, Hall Health Primary Care Center
Women's Clinic.

that experience was the way that
people from all across campus participated in one single focused effort," Pinard said. "At a university
where very often there is a sense of
territory, there was an experience
that broke down that Carrier between offices. We were all focused
on serving and learning from this
particular community we were
blessed

to

host."

According to Kent Kodi, director
ofCSCE, Pinard's departure will be
a loss for die Seattle U community.
"Every organization needs a soul,
if you will, and Katie has been that
for us," saidKoth. "She brings a sense
ofspiritual groundedness to her work
which has anchored our Center and
has particularly provided a foundation for student leaders to form."
Pinard's role as program coor-

dinator has been all encompassing. Most often she has worked
as staff support for student leaders
across campus and those interested
in serving the community. In her

the Center, Pinard offered
and workshops for student
leaders and helped established student-run programs such as the First
time

at

retreats

Generation Project, Labor ofLove,

I've worked with

5031 University Way NE
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Kent Koth
CSCE Director
When she decided to go to
graduate school, her initial choice
was Notre Dame. Tim Leaiy, current senior vice president, urged
her to consider Seattle U. Leary
was on his way to the university
from the East Coast at the same
time to become vice president of
Student Development.
"I flew out to interview and it
just felt right," Pinard said.
Shortly thereafter she was in
Seattle and was offered a job as a
graduate assistant in die new CSCE.
Technically she was the first person
hired. For three years she served as
the graduate assistant until she was
asked to be the program.director.
"It's been magical. It's been an
absolute privilege to be here and
witness the Center being birthed,"
Pinard said. "To be at the creation
of something at the ground level it's
an honor and a joy."
Pinard was one of die founding
staffmembers of die Center. Still in
its early years, CSCE focuses primarily on student leadership, community involvement and servicelearning efforts.
In February 2005, Pinard was
key in the month-long hosting of
Tent City at Seattle U, which she
said was a milestone for die university. She looks back on this experience with high regard.
"What was really special about

service immersion trips and other
co-curricular service programs.
she indicated that the process of

guiding students through reflection,
mentoring and supervising has allowed her to witness the process of
students teaching students.
"To witness students step into
leadership roles and face really challenging experiences, and to keep saying yes to doing more because they
can't not be a part of the community
is inspiring," Pinard said. "Students
leading students—it's exactly the
way to live out the mission of
the university."
Pinard is moving back to the East
Coast to become an apprentice at
the Genesis Spiritual Life Center in
Massachusetts. She will direct spiritual retreats.
The position for program director at the Center has already been
filled. After a nation-wide search,
Kelly Benkert,

current

graduate as-

sistant in die center for service, was

selected, Koth said.
"In 20 years I've worked with
many different professional colleagues, but Katie is one of the most
spiritually grounded and strategic
professional colleagues I've had to
work with," Kodi said.
For Pinard, one ofthe things she
will remember most about Seattle
University is the students' commitment to service and the social
justice mission. Personally, she has
learned how to put her heart into
her work.
"Through my work at the Center,
I've learned how to lead with love.
I've learned how love is a part of
leadership and I've learned what
love looks like and how it can really
touch and change people," Pinard
said. "It's love that has changed me
in my time here."

Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
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State expands college possibilities for soldiers
credit hour. A veteran cover approximately 50 percent of
is eligible if he or she unanswered tuition for up to 20
has served at least 36 students. When matched, this will
months or at least 30 meet the complete cost of tuition.
The aid through Yellow
days with an honorable discharge
Ribbon will be given on a firstafter September 10, 2001.
"What we're anticipating is it come, first-serve basis and must
may make college as a whole more be given equally to the first stuaffordable," said Michael Ball, as- dents to opt in.
University contracts can be
sociate director of degree authoriturned in as late as June 15, so inzation and veterans programs for
the Washington Higher Education formation on private college parCoordinating Board. "It's probably ticipation in the Yellow Ribbon
Program is limited. At press time,
going to open up a lot more opportunities for individuals in the Gonzaga University and Pacific
private schools than there may have Lutheran University were the only
been before."
private colleges in Washington state
Additionally, private schools can publicly confirmed to participate,
and many speculate low participaopt to enter into a matching program, wherein the college agrees to tion among private colleges because
cover an additional part of tuition ofboth the economy and the profor a specified number of students. gram's newness.
"It's very much a work in progThe Department of Veterans Affairs
ress,"
said Kersten Sato, counselor
will match the amount given by
Student
Financial Services who
the school.
at
Seattle University has agreed to handles cases involving the GI Bill.
Cover

�

"We're just kind of going step by sees the Yellow Ribbon Program as it's a little different. We've got a law
potentially beneficial to the school's program; we've got an MBA prostep because it is so new."
gram. Some ofit's full-time; some
benefits
Seattle
overall financial aid plans.
The increase in
at
have
of
it's part-time," said Cantelon.
"Where
before
might
could
attract
more
vetthey
University
we
"We
received
don't know how it will affect
funding,
students.
institutional
eran
another
their
benefits."
could
direct
that
to
a
lot
of
veteran
stunow
"I think
said..
graduates cannot restudent,"
Cantelon
Although
needy
before
wouldn't
condents
really
Unlike older programs with the ceive the full aid, this can be dissider a private university like Seattle
University, just because a lot of GI Bill, the money for the Yellow appointing to graduate students,
people are price-sensitive," said Ribbon Program goes directly to die new GI Bill offers diem other
the school, instead ofthe student. benefits.
Keith Roraback, a non-combat vet"I'm a little disappointed that
administration
"Because tuition money and
and
business
eran
is
to
the
the
Yellow Ribbon Program is
think
it
fee
directly
"I
going
student.
cermoney
graduate
a
little
not
to be offered to gradugoing
school,
attract
can
rest
more
they
in
will,
tainly
my opinion,
more veterans to the school."
assured that they're getting their ate students, but I do understand
Roraback plans to switch over money regardless of [...] if the why diat is," said Roraback. "I do
student comes out mid-quarter," intend to switch over [to the new
to the new GI Bill, which he said
GI Bill], because it still is a better
will be more beneficial to the said Ball.
At Seattle University, Yellow deal for me."
school's environment.
Seattle University currently has
Ribbon aid will only be offered to
"They've already had some leadership experiences and we don't undergraduate students this year, in approximately 140 students who
think we have that many veterans part because of the complications are veterans, including graduate
on campus," Cantelon said. "It involved in specifying a particular students.
amount ofaid for all graduate stuwould be nice to have that perspecPauline can be reached at
dents, as the contract requires.
tive as well on campus."
"With the graduate programs diazm@seattleu.edu
Student Financial Services also

Georgetown professor talks psychology of war, guilt

the ivory tower of academia, but
when Professor Nancy Sherman
of Georgetown University visited

question they ask themselves: 'Will
God still appreciate me if I have to
pull the trigger on another human
being?'" Sherman asked.
Sherman's lecture was met positively by a majority of the audience
in attendance. Wes Brockbank, a
marine who served tours in Iraq
and Afghanistan and who is now

Seattle University last Thursday,

senior

Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

The typical philosophy lecture
generally finds the speaker talking down to their audience from

she took a
to

more personal

approach

philosophizing.

Nancy Sherman received her
doctorate in philosophy from
Harvard University, where she
studied under Martha Nussbaum
and John Rawls. Her primary field
of study concerns moral philosophy, but 10 years ago Sherman
decided she wanted to go back to
school to study a slightly different
topic: psychoanalysis.
"At some point during my time
at Georgetown, I just became fascinated with how psychoanalysis
dealt with emotions," Sherman
said. "I asked myself: 'How do I
understand emotions from the
point of view of development and
suffering and feeling?"
Sherman noted the break between psychology and philosophy
only arose historically in the 19di
century and lamented their being
distinguished from one another.
Sherman's public lecture, titled "The Untold War: The Guilt
Soldiers Carry," took a virtue ethics
approach to the notion of guilt in
the military, by working through
combat veterans' emotions after
they had been removed from a wartime environment. She is working
on a book of the same name concerning the topic and interviewed
over 40 different military members
in order to find out the way in
which they experienced guilt.
"Guilt for soldiers isn't a word
that comes up easily in conversation," Sherman said.
She noted soldiers rarely ever
use the word guilt to describe their,
emotional state. Soldiers' guilt,
she said, was more of a question
of how to cope with the realities
of war time.
"Guilt for soldiers is more of a
,

pHilosopKy major

at

Seattle

University, said Sherman exceeded
his expectations in every way.
"The word 'guilt' does not come
up in the military," Brockbank said,
"The only guilt most marines feel is
letting their buddies down. I went
into the lecture ready to go after her
during the Q&A, but as soon as I
read her biography, I realized she
was serious about the topic."
At one point in the lecture,
Brockbank had to remove himself
from the Pigott Auditorium because Sherman was discussing the

I
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the plenary because of Sherman's
ability to make philosophy accessible to the general public.
"Her lecture was perfect for a
public lecture," Carl said. "She was
actually able to use more philosophy than is often the case in such
lectures—Kant, Freud, Nietzsche;
for a public lecture that anyone
could enjoy, I thought it went really well."
Carl was impressed with how
personable Sherman was—she
answered questions after her lecture by moving around in the
crowd and talking candidly with
her audience. She spoke very honestly and emotionally about her
as

Joshua Lynch

The Spectator

Nancy Sherman received her doctorate of philosophy from Harvard
and shared her studies on wartime trauma with Seattle U last week.
Battle of Nazaria, a fight in Iraq
where he witnessed the deaths of
several ofhis friends.
Maria Carl, associate professor

of philosophy, chose to bring
Sherman to campus as the plenary
lecturer for the Philosophy Club
Conference. She requested Sherman

subject matter.
"The Untold War" is slated for
publication in March of 2010.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Looking for a place to live?
The Biltmore has been a landmark in Seattle for over 80 years.
The apartments (studios and 1
m
bedrooms) are large, have hardwood floors, big kitchens and spacious walk-in closets. The studios M
start at $825, the one bedrooms

|f

1

Call Bill at 206-709-2866 to set an appointment

M
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AY fund established for Grads seeking service, not jobs
students with hardship
Tough job market drives high volume of graduates into government-sponsored work

Malkie Cramer
Volunteer Writer

counties since its birth in 1961.
Its volunteers help build houses,
dig wells for clean water and open
The current job market and up health clinics that try to bring
economy has students seeking alawareness of AIDS and methods
ternative career choices in governof prevention. During service, the
ment-sponsored jobs such as the program defers volunteers' stuPeace Corps andTeach for America dent loans and covers living exat a higher rate, making the compenses and transportation fees.For
petition tougher and rejection graduates wishing to stay in the
more frequent.
country, Teach for America places
graduates in local underfunded
schools. The program is an oplike living in a
portunity for graduates to develop
strong leadership skills and get realcommunity with
life experience.
Campus Point, a Seattle based
people who share
program that places recent graduates in local internships and jobs,
the same passions.
has seen incoming applications almost double from 100 applications
Kristen Morgen a week to 200 a week, says Susan
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Kramer, Campus Point program
manager and director of their international program. The organizaAccording to the Peace Corps tion places new graduates in local
business and Internet technology
public affairs department, the organization saw a 16 percent increase oriented jobs.
in volunteers last year and expects
More experienced workers,
this year's increase to be more. The recent layoffs and stay-at-home
organization works with communiparents are returning to the workplace and filling most available poty development programs focusing
on medical assistance, education
sitions, Kramer said. This makes it
and environmental conservation. increasingly hard for fresh graduThe Corps aims to place volunates to land a job after graduation,
teers in areas that interest them,
she added.
and no specialty degree is required
"There is definitely more deto join.
mand than supply," Kramer said.
The Peace Corps has sent
The newest addition to the

group of students, determined by
the first letter of the student's last
Cantelon and White name. The counselor evaluates the
sent a school-wide eindividual hardships of the student,
mail two weeks ago providing dewhich could range from decreases in
tails on how to apply for additional income, a loss ofscholarship money
financial assistance. According to or the loss of a job.
the e-mail, "any student who is
If external opportunities, such
finding it difficult to cover any as federal aid and non-Seattle' U
academic expenses may contact a scholarships, are unavailable for the
student, then thecounselor requires
financial services counselor."
documentation and financial notices of the student's need in order to
This [...] will certainly
justify the withdrawal of funds from
the AY. This could include copies
help us do our jobs
of final paychecks or a signed letter
from a financial adviser.
in helping students.
Once the AY Fund becomes
the final option for the student,
John Wilkins the counselor is then cleared to
Student Financial Services temporarily assign additional financial aid to that student. All
grants are awarded on a quarterly
Part ofCantelon's reasoning for basis, but students can reapply in
the fund was that students need to between quarters.
be able to fund not just their aca"This money will certainly
demic experience, but their entire help us to do our jobs in helping
educational experience.
students," said John Wilkins, a fi"There are a number ofopportunancial aid counselor who usually
nities at Seattle University beyond sees about 30 students per week
those in the classroom," Cantelon regarding their finances. "Its limsaid. "We want to make sure that ited in dealing with major financial
every student is given the chance crises, though, and we can only
to pursue an education at Seattle
help so many students with this
University, regardless of their fi- new money."
nancial situation."
Each of the seven financial aid Fernando can be reached at
counselors is assigned a particular siosonf©seattleu .edu.
tuition

Cover

to start

the AY

Fund.
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a 16 percent increase

in volunteers for '08.
JVC sends graduates

places

Malkie can be reached at
spectetor<Ssestt\eu.edu
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where they are needed, locally or
aboard. With room and board and
monthly spending money, volunteers go to work at homeless shelters, AIDS care centers and drug
and addiction care centers.
"I like the idea of living in a
community with people who share
the same passions," said Kristen
Morgen, a graduate student preparing to serve with the JVC.
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196,000 volunteers

program'in whichcollege graduates
are sent overseas to teach conversational English in Korea. The participants are required to serve one
full calendar year and will receive
free transportation and housing
and bonus one month pay. Seattle
University's Campus Ministry has
seen an increase in applicants for
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, JVC,
this year, an organization that places fresh graduates in jobs that benefit the community, as well. Yet the
state of the economy seems little to
do with it, says Sean Bray, Seattle
University social justice minister.
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Specs of the
University names Kelly's
replacement for new
vice president of Student
Development

Jacob Diaz, former assistant
vice president and dean of students, has been named vice president ofStudent Development to
replace Rob Kelly, who is returning to Chicago.
The VP of Student
Development oversees the leadership and management ofStudent
Development, which consists of
13 departments and more than
100 staff.
Diaz, who served as assistant
VP and dean for the past three
years, was a Bill and Melinda Gates
Scholar. Recently the Latino/a
Knowledge Community and
National Association for Student
Personnel Administrators named
Diaz the 2009 Outstanding
Senior Student Affairs Officer.
As a scholar, Diaz has focused
on racial identity development
and multicultural leadership.
He received his bachelor's degree
in English Literature from the
University of California, Santa
Barbara, his master's degree from
the University ofVermont and his
Ed.D in Educational Leadership
and Policy Studies there as well.
The selection committee chose
Diaz from among three other
candidates—Michelle Murray,
assistant vice president ofStudent
Development; Milton Lang of
Washington State University
and James Moore of Marian
University in Wisconsin.
Kelly announced that he was
leaving April 7, and the administration began an accelerated
search for a replacement shortly
afterward.
English department
names new chair

-

Professor Maria BullonFernandez has been appointed
as the new chair of the English

Department, making her the first
woman in 10 years to lead the
department. Bullon-Fernandez
teaches English, medieval studies
and women studies.
"It's an exciting opportunity,"
Bullon-Fernandez said ofher new
appointment.
Current chair Edwin Weihe,
English professor, is leaving the
position to become the head of
the new film studies program,
a program which he created.
During a speech at the English
graduate diner, Weihe said he has
enjoyed leading the department,
but is excited to move on to film
and watch the program grow. He
has full confidence in BullonFernandez's leadership.
Oregon judge sets fall
date for sexual abuse
suits against Jesuits

A federal judge in Portland announced Monday that those sexually abused by Jesuit priests have
until Nov. 30 rotfile claims.

The decision will affect people
in Montana, Idaho,

Washington,
Oregon, Alaska and other states,
months after a string of lawsuits
involving Native American children and the Oregon Province
of the Society of Jesus arose. The
province'filed for bankruptcy Feb.
17 after victims came forward.
The decision comes on the heels
ofthe first sexual abuse case against
the Archdiocese of Seattle to go to
trial, though all of the plaintiffs
settled before the court made a decision. That case centered around
whether Archbishop Raymond
Hunthausen, who served the
Seattle Archdiocese from 1975 to
1991, and other diocesan officials
knew that former priest Patrick
O'Donnell was abusing boys.
Hunthausen helped establish the
Institute for Theological Studies,
now the School of Theology and
Ministry, at Seattle U in 1985.
O'Donnell, now 66, admitted
to molesting at least 30 boys. He
said he showered and swam naked
with boys at the Connolly Center
gym at Seatde University.
.
In 1986, the Spokane diocese
defrocked O'Donnell, and he
started working as a psychologist
in Bellevue.
Spectator names
new staff, faces
budget challenges

Newspapers across the nastruggling financially in
the face of decreasing advertising
revenues—and The Spectator,
like many student publications,
is among them.
After a strong fall quarter, adtion are

vertising sales took a dive with a
decrease in the number ofnational
advertisements, the most profitable for the paper. Winter quarter
sales didn't meet the cost of printing each issue. At the same time,
printing costs increased.
As part ofuniversity-wide budget cuts, an annual disbursement
from the university to help with
operations dropped from $ 16,019
to $9,939, a difference amounting
to six weeks of printing costs.
Circulation and Web site traffic have both seen an increase
over previous years, reaching up
to 50,000 page views a month at
its Web site and blog.
Joshua Lynch, a junior journalism and photography major,
will return for the 2009-2010
school year as editor-in-chief.
Current editors Matthew Martell
and Braden VanDragt will be comanaging editors. VanDragt will
continue in his role as photo editor as well.
The Spectator recently selected
current assistant news editorEmily
Holt as next year's news editor, senior staff writer Katie Farden as
assistant news editor, staff writer
Pauline Diaz as arts and entertainment editor and staff writer Taylor
Olson as sports and opinion editor. Angelo Carosio will return
as the paper's online editor, and
designer Garrett Mukai will take
over as lead designer.
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HRL pushes Nighthawk updates OMA
showcases
race experiences

Eric Gordon
Staff Writer

who have to live off campus [not in
residence halls]," Mauldin said.
Public Safety is currently workEven with Public Safety's efforts ing on ways to better serve students'
to make their Nighthawk service
commutes to campus.
greener and more economical with
"We are working on logistics
new cars, the shortened pick-up
to expand successfully," said Mike
radius is proving to be a problem Sletten, director of Public Safety.
for some students and departments "[We] will work on test-driving
on campus.
area distances this summer."
Because juniors and seniors
Some students feel that the curwill no longer be able to live in the rent pick-up radius has crippled the
residence halls next year and some Nighthawk's effectiveness.
have more ofa commute to school,
"In the past I've been frustrated
Housing and Residence Life has by the range of the Nighthawk,"
been pushing to extend the service said Trevor Brown, freshman psyradius, which is currently set at chology major, "Six blocks isn't that
six blocks.
far, and by that point, it's not even
Jenna Teijeiro, junior criminal worth it. You might as well just
justice and physchology major walk back."
and an RA for Campion 5, said
Due to the loss of seating in the
Housing and Residence Life ansmaller Ford Escape hybrids Public
nounced it wanted to expand the Safety started using at the beginradius and times of Nighthawk for ning of the year, the department
the next year.
had to initially cut back on the alAlicia Mauldin, sophomore inlowed number of students it carried
ternational business major and an at one time.
RA on Campion 2, heard about
Nighthawk policy now allows
similar plans.
the drivers to fill all the seats with
"I think they are doing it to four student passengers.
compensate for juniors and seniors
But even though the number

has risen since the beginning of
the year, some students are still
critical.
"I think that they should definitely get bigger vehicles, so they
won't have a huge waiting list,"
said Sonya Ekstrom, freshman premajor. "The one time that I called
them there was this huge waiting
list. I think that hinders the safety
of students."
Another aspect of the
Nighthawk's operation that Sletten
is looking to improve is the available
run-time of the vehicles. Currently,
the Nighthawk runs from 6 p.m. to
midnight during the week, and until 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
To extend those times Sletten said
the department would need to hire
more drivers.
Though looking into possible
changes in the Nighthawk's radius and running time, Sletten has
been satisfied with the Nighthawk's
overall operation over the past
school year, particularly with the
new vehicles.

Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu

Check out our NEW ASSU Website!

www.seattleu.edu/assu
ASSU is all about:
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GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS

Katie Killeen
Volunteer Writer
Last week, students found
couches and chairs scarce in the
OMA Lounge, They came to hear
Seattle University students share
the journals they have been keeping the past eight weeks.
These students had been journaiing on no ordinary topic—
they had been keeping journals
on their experiences widi race and
racism. The Diversity and Equity
Education Program, DEEP, a
group of Seattle University students who facilitate discussions
and institutional activities on issues that deal with gender, race,
class, age, ability, religion, sexual
orientation and other issues,
held the program "Living in
Color" Thursday.
The idea for journaling arose
fall quarter when Joe Feagin, a
sociologist, social theorist and
author, visited Seattle University
to talk about a project he had
college students participate in
around the country. The students kept a journal about racial
issues which impacted theirlives.
Members of DEEP were inspired
by the talk and decided to embark on their own journaling
experiment with their adviser,
Czarina Ramsay.
"It was looking at race from
a different perspective because
so many times people are really
oblivious to how race is really
important [...]," said Mariane
Escalona, junior international
business major. "It plays a major role in daily life. Especially
with SU, people are. really diverse, and people aren't really
aware of racism that still goes
on even in diverse communities

like this."
For others, journaling was
more than just making them
aware of the importance of race.

"Journaling was permission
see color and issues of race
which is something as a culture
we repress," said Hannah Rolston,
sophomore civil and environmental engineering major.
to

All participants experienced issues of race in their daily lives in
various ways, but most students
found it difficult, frustrating
and emotional.
"It was a very different conversation for me...] it was hard .a
first but really eye opening," saic
Sandra Amolo, sophomore business major.
Amolo was in Africa during
most of her journaling. There,
she noticed how different race
is viewed than in the United
States. In Africa, she had to explain what "racism" meant to
some high school kids, she said.
Everyone in the area was of the
same race,so it wasn't an issue,
Amolo said.
"I'm still trying to figure out
how to take it," Amolo said of
her experience. "Race doesn't
determine who you are. I feel
that's something I'm still trying
to reconcile."
DEEP members also had
to deal with forms of racism in
their own families or among their
friends. Journaling was a way to
reflect on experiences and realize they were hurtful. Students
were frustrated by the passive
approach they took when these
instances occurred and saw their
journals as a record of all the
times

they Failed

to

speaic up.

Confronting the offender proved
to be a challenge.
"It's one thing to say something and another to do it," Amolo
said. "I choose to say stuff."
Most agreed questioning the
person gently about what they
saying was a valuable tactic
diffuse such situations.
Sharon Nichols, a graduate
student studying Theology and
Ministry, appreciated having
the opportunity to follow-up on
her writing.
"It helps fine tune what you see
and hear [...] I wanted to come
because I'm dealing with liberation theology including racism
issues for class," she said.
were

to

Katie can be reached at
kileenk@seattteu.edu
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HAVE A SAFE AND FUN SUMMER!
THANK YOU FOR A GREAT YEAR!
WE CAN'T WAIT TO SEE YOU IN THE FALL TO CONTINUE
TO MAKE YOUR STUDENT EXPERIENCE GREAT!
-ASSU
ASSU Appropriations Funded On-Campus Club Events:
June 12th—On Mγ Block Fashion Show
7:oopm in the Lee Center
By Fashion Club Q? butiers@seottleu.edu

Questions?
Contact escandar@seattleu.edu or visit us in the ASSU Office (Student Center 360.)
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ITALIAN/ENGLISH for three days,
June 18,19, 20 translation be■ tween Italian visitors and fam- m
B ily. Will be visiting the sights of
the area, includes tickets and
meals. Hourly, daily pay negotiable. If you, or someone you
■ know, would be interested call
Davide Lionetti at 425 635 0662 ■
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public

safety
reports

Suspicious Person
May 29, 4:50 p.m.
Housing

Residence Life staff
contacted Public Safety to report that an unknown male had
entered theBellarmine lobby area
several times over the past week,
and had very recently came and
left again. Public Safety conducted an area check and was unable
to locate the individual.

campus voice

What are your plans for the summer?
"I'm going to Costa Rica and Spain.
Maybe I'll try to intern or work at a
beach hotel.

&

Medical Assist
May 29, 10:20 p.m.

June 3, 2009

"I have no clue. I'll be graduating and a
freshman at life!"
Paola Castegnaro
Junior, Liberal Studies

Whitney Brooks

Senior, Marketing and Management
"Working remodeling construction

A resident student contacted
Public Safety to report that their

and going out on the lake for fishing
clamming and crabbing."

guest was having medical complications as a result of a possible food allergy. Public Safety
provided non-emergency transport to a local hospital for further
evaluation.

Malicious Mischief

"I'll be traveling down to Los Angeles to
visit my mom. I love L.A. It's a
fun place."

May 30,12:20 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a
report of three intoxicated males
'play fighting' and maliciously
pulling plants from a planting
strip near Lynn. Public Safety
completed a check of the area
and was unable to locate the individuals.

Sean Durkin
Junior, Management

Medical Assist
May, 31 1:30 a.m.

Angelo Carosio
Online Editor

Public Safety received areport of
a student d rolling their ankle during cheer practice. The student
was applying ice to the area and
declined the offer of any further
medical attention.

Eric de la Cruz needs a heart transplant. In his home state of Nevada,
there are no doctors who perform the
surgery that de la Cruz needs, and
he's unable to look out-of-state due
to insurance restrictions.
Cruz's sister, former CNN anchor
Veronica de la Cruz, has been milking social networking sites such as
Twitter and Facebook like crazy over
the last several weeks to raise money
for her brother's operation—and
she's gotten some help from some
notable celebrities.
Trent Reznor, frontman of industrialrockers Nine Inch Nails, has
taken up the cause and raised more
than $850,000 thanks to his 589,986
twitter followers.
"We're showing the WORLD
the power of a strong and committed community, and we're quite
possibly saving a life in the process,"
wrote Reznor on his band's web site,
nin.com. "This response has been

Medical Assist
May 31,1:30 a.m.

An intoxicated male vomited during a transport in the Nighthawk
back to campus. Public Safety
requested Seattle Fire Department. SFD evaluated the student
and advised he was OK to remain
on campus. The vehicle is being
thoroughly cleaned.

site at www.su-spectator.com

sudoku solution
529364178

867951324
1

43782956

954673281
218549637
376218495
735426819

682195743
491837562

Senior, English

Blogs of the week: Reznor tweets, Prop 8 upholds

overwhelming"
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web

Mike Matias

Interviews and Photos by Garrett Mukai

Reznor's proposition was simple:
For a $300 donation to Eric fans
received two tickets to any of the
shows on NlN's current tour with
Jane's Addiction, as well as a short
meet-and-greet with the band before
the show. For a $1,200 donation
fans could get the full VIP treatment including eating dinner with
the band and watching the whole
show from backstage. Reznor also
encouraged reward-less donations
of any amount.
With these incentives, the money
started pouring in. Donations to Eric
totaled a quarter of a million dollars
less than 24 hours after Reznor announced the drive and are quickly
reaching a million.

He's not stopping there—since he
of space for VIPs at his tour
stops, Sunday he announced a new
partnership and incentive, this time
with famous pro skateboarder Tony
Hawk. For a $1,000 donation you
can have a signed copy ofNlN's rarest CD release, Still, as well as a skateboard signed by Hawk. Reznor also
announced another partnership with
tour-mates Jane's Addiction, but the
details of that are still in the works.
is

out

It's pretty amazing to

see Twitter used in such
a humanitarian way.
It's pretty amazing to see Twitter
used in such a humanitarian way.
Despite all the complaints of people
using it for useless nonsense, the
virtues of the medium are definitely
coming to light. In addition to
Reznor's help, other celebrities have
donated tweets to the issue, including Al Roker, Demi Moore, P. Diddy
and Alyssa Milano.
With everyone's help it's looking
like de la Cruz will be able to pay for
his procedure if he can find a donor.
Finding the donor now becomes
the hard part, and it needs to happen pretty urgently—de la Cruz is in
critical condition. Luckily die family
knows they have thousands of people
sending their thoughts and prayers

Amanda Rinkel
Staff Blogger
The past months have left
an indelible print on the issue
of civil rights in America. After
the gay marriage ban passed in
California, the issue of gay marriage was once again thrust into the
mainstream conversation.

The California Supreme Court
upheld the proposition last Tuesday,
at the same time protecting the
18,000 marriages that occurred
when gay marriage was briefly considered legal. In the wake of the
legal decision, which will likely go
to the U.S. Supreme Court, two
well-known, partisan civil rights attorneys have joined together to file a
federal lawsuit against Prop 8.
The two lawyers, Theodore
Olson (a former U.S. solicitor general under President Bush), and
David Boies have joined together in
a lawsuit on behalf of two same-sex
couples that were denied marriage licenses due to the proposition. They
want an immediate injunction on
Prop 8 until the court cases, which
will effectively keep the law from
taking effect.

Two lawyers have
joined together on

behalf of two same-

through cyberspace.
"Happy 2 be able 2 lean on my
Twitter friends 4 strength, even

sex couples.

from Cyberspace, xo," read
from Veronica.

"We are fighting this case together because Proposition 8 clearly and fundamentally violates the
freedoms guaranteed to all of us
by the Constitution," Boies said.

a tweet

Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu

"Every American has a right

to full
equality under the law—same-sex
couples are entitled to the same marriage rights as straight couples. Any
alternative is separate and unequal
and relegates gays and lesbians to a
second-class status."

This case is about
the equal rights

guaranteed to
every American.
Theodore Olson
Attorney

The two have previously fought
against each other in another famous
case: the Bush vs. Gore electoral battle, in which Boies represented Vice
President Gore against Olson who
represented President, Bush.
Olson was sought out by a newly
formed organization, the American
Foundation for Equal Rights, and
tlien asked Boies to join him. Their
teaming up is particularly symbolic, considering how partisan
the gay rights issue has become in
recent years.
To Boies and Olson, the issue of
civil rights for all people transcends
party lines.
"It's not about liberal or conservative, Democrat or Republican.
We're here in part to symbolize
diat," Olson said. "This case is about

the equal rights guaranteed to every American under the United
States constitution."

Amanda can be reached at
rinkela@seattleu.edu

June 3, 2009
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I Li Declaration of Independents is a three day film
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and theater event focused on African American
artists.

Support your classmates at
the last jazz band concert of

the vear ted bv Clarence Acox.
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1. Fellow
5. Short stocking
9. Indian form of address
14. Baseball's Sandberg
15. Vincent Lopez's

theme song
16. Device with 88 keys
17. Mayberry moppet
18. Came down to earth
19. Metallic mixture
20. Well-dressed
23. Nav. officer
24. Cartoon dog

25. lowa city
27. Outer coat of a seed
31. Basic unit of heredity
33. Dash
37. Jughead's pal
39. Banned spray
40. American space
agency
41. Study of communicative
attitudes
44. Bibliography abbr.
45. Digit of the foot

46. Orange root plant
47. A bit
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48. Bring on board
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55. Pothook shape
58. Centered on the
planet Mars
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66. Streetcar
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jWatch Seattle U alumni and students perform

'

Down
1. Black bird
2. Excitement
3. indigo
4. Rind
5. Animal trap
6. Chinese tea
7. Advertising award
8. Capital of Nepal
9. Club alternative
10. Afflict
11. Patriot Nathan
12. A party to
13. They'll be themselves,
axiomatically
21. Chalice
22. Ipecac, e.g.
26. Nissan model
27. Ribbons
28. Muse of lyric poetry

29. Go away

30. Old German coin
32. Gardeningtool
34. Dens
35. Cravat
36. Beastly
38. One or the other
42. Small piece of
lean meat

43. Squelched
49.Bude
52. Fenced areas .
54. Geneva's lake
55. Draw with acid
56. London district
57. Box
59. Toward the mouth
the night before
60."
Christmas..."
61. Hindu music
62. Bakery worker

63. Thin rope
65. Directional ending
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Students navigate job market, 'CurseJof 2009'
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer

Graduation is only two weeks away, and Seattle University is about to send off a fresh
batch of graduates into diereal world to face die so-called "Curse of die Class of 2009."
According to an article in die Wall Street Journal, graduates diis year face the toughest
labor market in 25 years. Not only will it be difficult to find a job but diose who do are
likely to earn lower wages for up to 18 years, compared to people who graduate into a
better economy.
"I have an internship diis summer, and usuallythat means a job, but this one will probably just be an internship," says Enrico Martinez, senior finance major. "Thehard part is that
we're going to be competing with people who have masters degrees who just got fired."
The U.S. Census Bureau reported in 2000 that individuals with a bachelors degree
earned twice as much ofan annual salary as individuals who have only finished some high school,
specifically $52,200 versus $23,400 respectively.
Regardless of diis, with the current economic
crisis, college graduates all over the nation are
taking on two part-time jobs just to make
ends meet.
"I would just not set expectations high,"
Martinez says. "You might not have the same
starting salary. You might be working at a coffee
shop with a college degree for a while."
One approach to handle the "2009 curse"
is to bide time with low-wage jobs, save up and
then go to graduate school.
"The economy is more difficult than it has
been in the past, but I'm not overly concerned,"
says K.C. McFerson, senior philosophy major.
"I'm not trying to find a job for the next two decades; I'm justtrying to find a job for now
so I can further develop my passions and better direct myself toward grad school."
But for some, staying in school or continuing immediately to grad school has become
the best option to avoid walking into a lackluster job market.
"I'm not too worried because I have die benefit of looking forward to at least diree
more years ofeducation. I think withinthree years it'll be better," says Mikey Alston, senior
economics major. "My concern is more around the availability ofloans for students in the
upcoming years."
Daniel Pascoe, executive director ofCareer Services, says students have been coming in
the
office concerned about finding a job. But Career Services has crafted a message of
to
optimism, and has developed tools for students to adapt to the changed job market.
"We're encouraging students to see the job market as shifting, rather than declining,
because in any economy, due to die balance of diings, when opportunities disappear, others appear," Pascoe said.
Pascoe also mentions that though certain areas of employment are seeing a decline in
job availability, other career fields are opening and steadily growing in number.

"So, you have certain fields declining—manufacturing, construction, real estate, but
there are a number of areas strongly emerging, according to data from a number of areas, such as green careers, new energy, small business, and federal or government work,'
says Pascoe.
Pascoe explains that part of theirefforts to help students adapt to the new jobatmosphere
involve encouraging self-assessment.
"It's a matter of helping students really find themselves by re-defining and re-exploring
are," Pascoe says. "We help them see transferable skills and strengths so they can
a career based on what's available."
ice students discover how they can adjust, it's a matter offiguring out how to make
things happen. Pascoe refers to what John Krumboltz calls "Planned Happenstance," as a
guide for students to follow.
"Planned Happenstance means knowing that it's going to take some time to position
yourself closer and closer to what you want, so
when it does come up you're ready for it," Pascoe

Kiey

It's a matter of helping students really

find themselves by re-defining and re-

exploring who they are.
Daniel Pascoe
Executive Director of Career Services

There are two parts to this method. The first
part is networking.
"Eighty percent of jobs are never posted.
The way to secure a job is through networking,"
Pascoe says. "We've turned ourselves into brokers
of networking. We bring in recruiters and young
alumni, to give students a lot of access to networking so they have a head start."
Specifically, Career Services has worked
with a number of partners to create the
Redhawk Network, which is essentially a
networking database.

The second part of the method is finding an
internship.
"Also part of Planned Happenstance is experiential learning, such as internships," Pascoe
says. "Rather than seeking out strangers, recruiters go to colleges and offer internships,
which turn into a long interview."
Provided that students choose internships based upon their desired career path,
and treat the internship like an interview, there is a high likelihood of it becoming a
full-time job.
"Fifty-seven percent ofinternships are expected to turn into jobs, according to the site
internships.com. The key is to choose internships strategically and to perform well," says
Pascoe.

There are many resources available to help students succeed in spite ofthe economy, and
though the job market can be tough, students have foundcomfort in the accomplishment
of finishing college at Seattle University.
"I also know I have an edge in finding a career because I hold a diploma from such a
prestigious university as Seattle U," McFerson says.
Elizabeth can be reached at dolde@seattleu.edu

"That Tom Petty
quote pretty much
sums it up."
Meredith Murzello
Finance and Economics

-

Clara Ganey
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Tom Petty

"I wish it would have
been sunny more
often so I could
spend more time
outside like today!"
Anne Bossi
Physics

Interviews by Taylor Olson and photos by

"I wis
woul

"You have four years to be irresponsible
here. Relax. Work is for people with jobs.
You'll never remember class time, but
you'll remember time you wasted hanging
out with your friends. So, stay out late. Go
out on a Tuesday with your friends when
you have a paper due Wednesday. Spend
money you don't have. Drink 'til sunrise.
The work never ends, but college does."

"When people say
the four years fly by,
it's really the truth.
No one wants to
hear that
freshman year."
Patrick McLennai
Political Science
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Grad Stats
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer

As 1,113Seattle U seniors step outside to face life after college lifethis
June, the 2009 commencement ceremony moves indoors.
The 2009 undergraduate commencement ceremony will start at die
Key Arena diis year at 9:30 a.m. Sunday, June 14.
After four years of holding the ceremony at Qwest Field, die decision to change die events location arose largely out of die desire for a
smaller venue, said Kerry Keller-Ash, die administrative assistant to die
university provost.
Qwest Field, which seats
about 40,000, "wasn't really
die intimate setting we hoped
share
for this year," says Keller-Ash.
Last year, 1,072seniors attended commencement. As of
last Friday, 1,009 seniors have
confirmed they will attend die
ceremony this year and actually walk across the stage at
graduation, while 104 students
will be receiving their diplomas but will not attend their
graduation ceremony.
The percent of graduating
seniors attending commencement this year, however, is
slighdy higher dian last year's ratio. In 2008, 89 percent ofseniors attended commencement. This year, 91 percent plan to go to the ceremony.
Approximately 14,000 family and friends of2009 graduates have also
RSVPed to the event. All Seattle U faculty members are invited to attend
commencement, though the number of professors attending is not yet
confirmed, Keller-Ash says.
Weather concerns also prompted commencement organizers to move
die ceremony to the Key Arena.
"We've had good luck at Qwest, but diere was a possibility ofrain this
year," Keller-Ash says. "So an indoor venue was always preferred."
"The planning last year was less detail oriented because commencement had been done before at Qwest," Keller-Ash says. "Everyone knew
what to expect."
Another new feature 0f2009s ceremony will be the music. Violinist
Quinton Morris, a music professor in the Fine Arts Department will
play with a small ensemble during die processional and recessional,
Keller-Ash says.
Aside from the venue change and Morris' music, diis year's ceremony

I'm excited to

differs slightly from last year's commencement.
"We're working with the same budget as last year," she says. "There
hasn't been a concession made to the economy; things were in theworks
far before that was a factor."
Despite the economic hardship looming in many seniors' futures,
Keller-Ash adds, the commencement committee still hopes to make the
ceremony a day ofcelebration the class of2009 can long remember.
"There haven't been any changes made to the ceremony in light of
[the economy], and I don'tknow that it's appropriate for the ceremony
to change," she says. "Graduates this year have worked just as hard for
dieir degrees this year as graduates last year."
Senior nursing major
Christine Topinka will speak
at this year's undergraduate
commencement ceremony. A
transfer student from Green
River Community College
and a mother of two elementary

at commencement

graduation
149 graduate students recav ng
their degree but not v\

luation

1.009 undergraduate
receiving their degree
ing at graduation
104 undergraduate s1
ceivmg their degree but i
ing at graduation
843 graduate students
then degree

1.113 undergraduate
receiving their degree

■
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things no matter where we end up.

1.956 graduate and un lea
ate students receiving degrees
2009

i

a non-traditional student

in her

:

;

commencement address.

"I've worked really hard
for my education, sometimes
working two jobs so I can stay
in school," she says. "I'm excited
to share that at commencement—that we

can still go

1.928 graduate and un
ate students receiving degrees

Informal on was received by

-

on

great things no matter where we end up."
Topinka serves as the student coordinator for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, or OMA, connections leadership program. She is
also a co-founder of the Blue Mountains Project, a community building
organization focusing on reproductive education, adult literacy and job
to accomplish

i ng

in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica.

Christine is collaborative and leads by providing a really remarkable
Lple," said Monica Nixon, OMA's director of student development,
pushes herself beyond her own limits and limits that others may

Although 2009 grads face a bleak job market after they leave Key Arena
Topinka remains hopeful,
m going to change the world. I know I am," she said.
>r the class of 2009, she added, commencement only marks
the beginning.
"We keep growing; we keep building experiences."

■Sunday,

Katie can be reached at fardenk@seattleu.edu

Graduation
schedule
The President's
Commencement Brunch
Saturday, June 13. 2009
10:30 a.m. -12 ) p.r
Connolly Centei Noi ■ 3ourl
Baccalaureate Mass
Saturday, June 13. 2009.

p.m.
St. James Cathecir:
Ave.

Ceremony
Sunday. June 14, 2009
9:30 a.m. 1:0G p.rr
Key Arena
334 Ist Ave. IV
-

"Be more bromantic."
John Bush,

Michael Alcantara,
Joshua Lee,
Matt Salazar
Humanities for
Teaching

Journalism

What do you wish
you would have done
differently in college?
Graphic by Katherine Boehm

iri

2008

Undergraduate
Commencement

advantage of the
study abroad
opportunities we
have here and
studied abroad for a
whole quarter."
Alyss Tsukayama

~

that we can still go on to accomplish great

Christine Topinka
Student Commencement Speaker

"I wish that I
would have taken
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Brian Kooser gets

BLOODY
at the Lee Center

Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer

be brawny and low-brow."
Senior drama major Damian
Peterson, whomKooser selected to
to

Since its doors first swung
open in 2006, the Lee Center for
the Arts has raised its curtains to
welcome many performing artists. This September, however, the
theater will host its most peculiar guests yet —Henry VIII and
his cronies.

You can do some
outrageousthings that

we don't always have
the freedom to do.
Damian Peterson

Senior
"Bloody Henry," artist-inresidence Brian Kooser's puppet
production, opens Sept. 24 at the
Lee Center.
Set against the Tudor castles and
towering cathedrals of 16th century
England, the show will follow the
life of crass British monarch Henry
VIII from birth to death.
"It's going to be ripe with texture and imagery," Kooser said of
the production. "But it is also going

perform as a puppeteer in "Bloody
Henry," said the production will
be your average puppet show.
"When most people think of
puppets, they think of the more
child-friendly productions like
Muppets or Sesame Street," Peterson
said. "This is a bit more edgy and at
some points gruesome."
"Bloody Henry" will employ
Bunraku puppetry, a traditional
Japanese style in which hooded
performers clad in all black crouch
behind the stage and use wooden
dowels to manipulate puppets'
limbs and faces. Each puppet has
one to three puppeteers controlling
its movement.
Kooser said he plans to engage
other styles of puppetry —like
not

shadow puppets —to supplement
the production.
"We're also going to have video
in the show that we film beforehand, so we can get an interaction between the live puppetry
and the puppets on the screen,"
Kooser added.
Although the script of "Bloody
Henry" has yet to be finalized,
Kooser said audience members
can expect the production will be
brimming over with uncouth jokes
and shocking scenes.
"It's not for the squeamish,"

he said. "We're going to explore
every aspect of his life that I can
think of—from the bedroom to the
bathroom. We're going to educate
people on what a medieval toilet
was like."
To deliver this learning experience to audiences this fall, Kooser
said he hopes to fashion the Lee
Center into an intimate venue.
"We plan to have the audience
as close to the stage as possible,"
he said.
The stage for "Bloody Henry"
will consist of a series of tables.
Surrounding the puppetry will be
bleacher-style seating for approximately 100 people.
"I'm hoping we don't have
to turn too many people away,"
Kooser said.

The show will follow
the life of crass British
monarch Henry VIII
from birth to death.
Auditions for puppeteers are
currently underway. Kooser said
he is currently seeking female puppeteers to bring to life the puppetwives of King Henry.
Peterson, who has acted in

Jessica Ishmaol

The Spectator

Brian Kooser expects his September puppet portrayal of Henry VIII to
be "ripe with texture and imagery" but also "brawny and low-brow."
nine Seattle U plays, said he was
excited to perform in his first
puppet show.
"The cool thing about puppets
is that you can do some outrageous
things that we don't always have the
freedom to do as actors," he said.
Kooser anticipates the puppeteers will begin rehearsal in
August. The cast will practice for
approximately four hours a day,
five days a week, Kooser said.
Once tech week—the week before
opening night—approaches, he
said, the cast will likely rehearse

he has about 10 puppets to a point
where puppeteers can use them for
rehearsal. Another 10 are at various
stages of development and will be
completed this summer.
Kooser added he is confident
the hard work of everyone involved
in the show will give rise to an ex-

cellent production.
"Its going to be spectacular," he
said. "It's going to be impactful and
dramatic, but also funny."
And let the faint-hearted be
warned, Kooser said. "There will
be blood."

longer hours.
The puppets for "Bloody Henry"
are also in the works. Kooser said

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

Film Studies, new chair diversify English Department
Elizabeth Doid
Staff Writer
Though the majority of courses
offered in the English Department
revolve around literature, its professors are focused on bringing people
more than just book smarts. With a
new chair and the addition ofa new
major, Seattle University's English
Department has big plans for die
2009-2010 school year.
Sam Green, poet laureate
of Washington, will be returning again next year to teach his
Writing Poetry class, a course
that has consistently been popular among students. Programs like
the Readers and Writers Series and
the Scholars Series will continue
as

for the students. They can get advice in terms of careers or simply
talk about literature and creative
writing," said Maria BullonFernandez, next year's chair of die
English Department and professor
of women studies. "We are very
into creating a sense ofcommunity
among students."
The department also plans to
improve student support and services such as career counseling
for graduates.
"It's always something we've
been interested in because we're
aware that students who do English

often feel lost," Bullon-Fernandez
said. "Those who want to be teachers know

what to do, but otJiers are

well.

usually less clear. Even students
going on to graduate school don't

"The Scholars Series is very good

know what steps

to

take."

Bullon-Fernandez said the dedeveloping new
courses, and there are many to look

partment is always

forward

to next

year. Some of these

include a new core interdisciplinary
course tided Ecocriticism, a class on
Medieval Sexuality in Literature—
which will be offered for the first
time spring quarter—and a course
on the works of Henry James diat
is already almost full.
One goal of the department is
to market the new Film Studies
program.
Many students are already interested in the Film Studies program
and Seattle University is offering
two new film courses this fall, one
focusing on Woody Allen and another on GlobalAfrican Film.
Upcoming classes for die winter
and spring quarters will focus on

westerns, die art offilm, die history
of film and screen adaptations.

We are very into

creating a sense

among students.
Maria Bullon-Femandez
English Department Chair
Edwin Weihe, director of the
Film Studies program explained
another challenge with the new
degree is developing criteria for
courses.

"The course needs

to

form."
Weihe also said it's important to
acknowledge the culture and social
significance of film.
"We want to have run, but we
also have to realize we're dealing
with the most serious topics possible—our culture, technology, who
we are," Weihe said.
There will be an information
session regarding the Film Studies
degree June 4 from 12:15 to 1:15
p.m. in Pigott 200.
art

of community

cross-listing

than just include film," Weihe
said. "Film can be used as a delivery system for anything, but that
doesn't mean students are studying
film in the class. The courses need
to be about studying film as an

do more

Elizabeth can reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu
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Capitol
Hill
The

Capitol
Hill dwellers
don't need to head
.he Seattle Center for
a community music festival. The
Block Party offers friendly crowds, warm
weather and loud music right off Broadway.
Capitol Hill Block Party is a
must-attend event for anyone in
the neighborhood because it offers visitors tons and tons of free
stuff. Attendees are continuously
showered with beverages like Jones

Soda and Monster energy drinks,
as well as stickers, patches, posters and T-shirts and more from
bands, shops and radio stations.
It's a two-day parade ofvendors offering free goodies to anyone who
takes the time to make eye contact
with them, but fortunately their
giveaways are usually desirable
and useful.

The Capitol Hill Block
Party is not the kind

of famiiy friendly event
Portland's The Thermals will bring their politically-charged punk to this year's Block Party main stage.
The festival will feature the druggy
psych-rock ofAtlanta indie quartet
Deerhunter, the grainy, audacious
Two days. Three Stages. Fiftypunk rock of Vancouver, Canada's
and the blissed-out
Japandroids,
bands.
plus
The three-clause advertising fuzz-pop of Brooklyn dolls The
Pains Of Being Pure At Heart.
campaign for The Stranger's annuThe thing that sets the Block
al Capitol Hill Block Party doesn't
apart from other concerts
even
the
Party
much,
but
preliminary
say
of 21+ and all
is
its
of
bands
shows
it
doesn't
juxtaposition
lineup
need to. On July 24 and 25, Pike ages events. The main stage and the
Street will close down to road traffic Vera Project stage caterto everyone,
from Broadway to 12thAvenue in while the Neumos stage lets the
order to host a menagerie of musiof-age crowd drink to their heart's
content while enjoying the unique
cal talent on the streets of Seattle.
Last year's Block Party found acoustics of one of the Hill's most
beloved and popular venues.
its main stage switching back and
forth between dance-y electronica,
soulful folk-pop and old school
rock 'n roll, but this year's event The Block Party will
finds Seattle's hipster scene heading
back to its roots. Friday's headliner be the most "Seattle"
is Jesus Lizard, the legendary postpunk band that decimated stages event since the
across America throughout the
'90s, and Saturday's main event is dissolution of Nirvana.
Sonic Youth, arguably the longestrunning U.S. indie rock band still
This year, the Neumos stage will
operating today.
host a number of hometown heBetween SY and the Lizard,
show goers should prepare for roes, including Hey Marseilles —a
band featuring Seattle University
48 hours filled with skuzzy, rauadmissions counselor Matthew
cous noise rock, potential rioting in the streets and beer-spills Bishop—drone metal gods Earth,
all over the place within the 8-bit electro-poppers Truckasauras
and pseudo-metal outfit Akimbo.
festival's confines.
Unlike last year, this year's supBy contrast, the main stage will
porting cast of performers for the feature more nationally renowned
bands like The Gossip and Black
most part share in the sonic aspiheadliners.
Lips, but it is likewise packed with
rations of the event's

Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

Northwestern musical standards
like Seattle's The Dutchess and
The Duke and Portland punkers
The Thermals.
The Vera stage not only caters
to the underage crowd; ks lineup is
tailored to those interested in more
fringe-y music and features bands
like Micachu & The Shapes and
Past Lives.
But sleaze and feedback and
noise are overwhelmingly the uniting factors between bands for this
year's Block Party, which means it
will likely feel like the most quintessentially "Seattle" event the city
has experienced since the dissolution of Nirvana. Concertgoers
should prepare for two days of
public, drunkenness, second-hand
smoking and, of course, dazzling,
deafening rock music.
The festival may be over a month
away, but the lineup is already looking solid with only half of its more
than 50 bands even announced.
Granted, this year's Block Party will
probably feel more packed than last
year's event, as the King Cobra stage
won't be returning this year, but the
sardine-style closeness of the concert's attendees is part of the event's
appeal. Plus, this year's headliners
can fill the streets of Seattle with
their earsplitting music, whereas
some of last year's headliners suffered from overcrowding and low
volume (here's looking at you,
Kimya Dawson).
In addition to the music, The

Bumbershoot is.
Just a warning: the Capitol Hill
Block Party is not the kind of family friendly event that Bumbershoot
is. It's hard to avoid witnessing or encountering debauchery
during the Block Party, but in
a sense that's part of the whole

affair's charm.
After all, Capitol Hill's indulgence in the seedier aspects of metropolitan culture is what makes the
neighborhood loveable, and logically that kind of behavior won't
vanish during an extravaganza like
the Block Party.
Granted, if you plan on indulging during the Block Party, make
sure to fatten your wallet before
entering the festival, as it's never
cheap to drink on the Hill, and
it's even more pricey than usual
in a concert setting. Anyone attending the party should also plan
on packing only the essentials, as
tVcketkoVders

are

routinely patted

down and required to empty their
water bottles and bags before being
granted admittance.
Tickets for the festival are on
sale now. Single day tickets are $42
and two-day passes cost just $43.
Anyone who went to Sasquatch
should be kicking themselves over
this year's Block Party; the event offers the same caliber of musicianship for a fraction of the price, without the hassles of camping, parking
and hippies.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Courtesy Jerje Sorgjerd

Sonic Youth have been the champions of post-punk for over 20 years.
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MFA student produces three-day film festival
Elizabeth Dold

Staff Writer

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Arts Leadership student Sharon Williams produced D.0.1., a three-day
event showcasing the region's African-American film and theater.

One of the soon-to-be graduates
of the Arts Leadership program at
Seattle University is using her art
to break ground in the areas of film
and theater.
Sharon Williams is a producer,
actress and playwright and has
also directed and written screenplays. Williams is the founder
of the Mahogany Project—-an
organization dedicated to encouraging the participation of
minorities in film and theater—
and executive producer of the
Declaration of Independents,
or D.0.1.
D.0.1, is a three-day event produced by the Mahogany Project
that presents the works ofAfricanAmerican theater and film artists
from throughout the region. The
first event ofits kind, D.0.1 begins
at theLee Center for the Arts June
4-6, and admission is free.
Each performance night begins
with a one-act play followed by a
series of short films, closing with
facilitated artist chats.
Originally from Fayetteville,
N.C., Williams received a bachelor's in Television Productions
and a master's in business administration from Delaware State
University before moving to Seattle
in 2000.
When she first arrived, she was
unable to find work in television,

so she worked for a couple of
years doing financial work. But
while attending Seattle Central
Community College, her advisor
who ran the drama school pushed
Williams to apply for an internship
with the Seattle Repertory Theatre,
which she landed.
From there, Williams met a
filmmaker who encouraged her to
pursue her interests in film.
"I met this filmmaker who had
faith in me that I could produce a
film, and that's how it took off,"
Williams says. "I produced my first
film, 'SWIPE,' in 2006."
Williams produced "SWIPE"
and co-produced "Mary Jane"
and "Sometimes and Always in a
Dream," three short films featured
as part of the film group "3Films3Visions." She made her directorial
debut this February with "From
the Heart," a film she wrote, produced and acted in, playing all of
the characters.
"That was amazing—my first
experience and it just took off,"
Williams says. "Now I'm here."
Williams will graduate from
Seattle U this June with her second
master's degree.
"The reason I came to Seattle U
was because I started the Mahogany
Project as a student, did it for a
year, and realized I was missing
some stuff in terms of developing
and fundraising," Williams says.
D.0.1, is her summary project
for the master's degree. In addition

to working on the project and
going to school, she also works
in the College of Nursing as the
budget manager.
"When I started D.0.1., I was
just an artist without a nine to five.
Over these past months between
working on D.0.1, classes, and
my job, it's been tough," Williams
says. "They say to slow down after
I finish school, but realistically, I
don't know."
Williams explains she prefers
fast-paced living to slowing down.
"As an artist you have to take
advantage when the inspiration
comes. You don't want to break,"
Williams said. "I'm just grateful
projects and ideas keep coming so
I can continue to work. I get scared
when they slow down."
Williams says there have been
many cases where her ideas were
rejected, and she didn't know how
to go forward with them.
"The motto I live by is a
quote by Ruby D: 'God give me
the strength to do the very thing
I fear,'" Williams says. "It's OK
if you have a vision and nobody
else sees it, and you're scared because you don't know how to make

it

happen."

Williams offers this piece ofadvice to all filmmakers: "If it's your
vision, it's up to you to bring it
to

light."

Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu

Gottberg plots journey
to 'Frontier' in solo show
Drama professor explores identity and emotion in one-woman play
Cover

�

time,

as

well as from

moments

throughout

her entire life
a script.

to

write

The play's widely
diverse characters are
based on individuals
Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Drama professor Ki Gottberg returns to acting with a semi-autobiographical play opening in September.
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from Gottberg's past.
"l never know what I'm writing
about when I first start," Gottberg
said. "I just let the words go onto
the paper and see what comes
out."
Gottberg has been working
with John Kazanjian, the New
City Theater's artistic director in
developing her production. They
have been meeting several times
a week since January in order to
turn Gottberg's script into a fullblown play.
Though the show will run as a
complete production in the fall, the
New City Theater put on a preview
of Gottberg's piece last weekend.
While the center of the show was
Gottberg, the flow, quality and imagery of the dialogue were particularly immersive, negating the need
for set pieces or additional actors.
"She's a captivating storyteller, a
magical and lyrical mixologist," said
Zak Ross, senior creative writing

major. "Rhyming 'grandma' with
'Vasco de Gama' is incredible."

Gottberg's ability

to

suddenly

from one character to another while still maintaining every
relationship between those characters was impressive. During one
scene, she depicted an argument
between a married couple, doing
both sides ofthe dialogue using two
completely different voices and sets
of mannerisms.
"She did an excellent job of
move

characterization," said Nolan
Morantte, senior teaching major.
"It was touching how she incorpo-

She's a captivating
storyteller, a magical
and lyrical mixologist.
Zak Ross

Senior
rated the story of her own family
into the show."
Though the play ran as a complete package for its preview weekend, changes are still being made
to the script and to the screenplay.
"Frontier: Valley of the Shadow"
opens Sept. 18 and runs until the
end ofNovember.

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu
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Graduating photogs showcase Student art, writing
artwork in debut BFA exhibition fills 'Fragments'
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
After finalizing its partnership
with the Photographic Center
Northwest five years ago, Seattle
University is releasing its first batch
of fresh young artists with the first
ever bachelor offine arts photography showcase.
The exhibition of the work of
seven

photographers

represents

the diverse perspectives of the first
graduating class preparing to leave
Seattle University with bachelor's of
fine arts degrees in photography.
Previously, the university offered a Fine Arts degree with an
emphasis in photography. The
photography major was only made
possible by Seattle U's partnership
with PCNW.
"I'm thrilled," said photography
professor Claire Garoutte, surrounded by the bustle of her students preparing the Vachon Room
for the gallery opening. "I'm super
proud of what these students have
put

together."

Garoutte praised the commitment the students have to the
show, as well as their community
involvement.
"When you're shooting you're
investing in prints," Garoutte said,
"and what is being displayed in the
show are the final prints. These students have been investing in this
all year."
By the time all of the pieces are
hung and ready, graduating seniors,
Garoutte and photography majors
who helped prep the gallery will
have put in more than 24 hours of
work just in the final days leading
to opening night.
"We spent the whole year pointing toward this moment. It's like
Christmas," said Michael Keefe,
graduating photography major and
one of the students whose work is
profiled in the show.
The photography program
at Seattle University provides an

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

The first photography grads work over 24 hours each on their show

opportunity for students to work
with photographers diverse in both
age and experience.
"Because PCNW offers public
classes, we got to work with professional photographers and hobby
photographers who just want to
learn something new," Keefe said.

"We spent the whole
year pointing toward

this moment. It's
like Christmas."
Michael Keefe

Senior

But the diversity isn't exclusive
to the classroom setting. Each of
the seven graduating seniors offers a unique perspective on the
world around them, choosing distinctly different subject matter for
their photos.
The exhibitions include a series of macro food photographs by
JoyshaFajardo, andEllen Erickson's
conceptual and personally reflective
photo series. Jessica Ishmael's street
photography and video installation

titled "Synergism" will also be showcased alongside a documentary
photo series about the Triple Crown
boutique by JanaeJones. The gallery
will also host Michael Keefe's series
on identity and otherness, Yasuyoshi
Sakamoto's documentation of extreme sports and Kelli Thoumsin's
multi-media installation on ambiguity and memory.
"It's nice to have difference," said
Jones. "We don't get sick of each
other's work that way. Everyone
knows what a good picture looks
like, so even if someone likes to take
pictures of flowers and die other studenttakes street photos, we can still
give each other honest feedback."
""We've given thenrv tKe skills

The Spectator

Angelo Carosio

Mallory Kronlund, student poet, shares her poem based on childhood illness at the 'Fragments' opening gala on June 3.

to

shoot and get jobs, eventually put a
portfolio together to go to graduate
school," Garoutte said.
Garouttealso promised this show
would be the start of a tradition.
"Students won't graduate unless
they do the BFA show, and they'll
only do the BFA show if they're up
to it."
Attendees ofthe first BFA show,
which opens June 5, should expect a
rich and distinct exhibit with something enjoyable for all tastes.
Frances can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu

'Athletes' challenge the gallon

Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
Food, poetry and art filled the
Casey Atrium Tuesday in celebration

of the "Fragments" opening

gala, the annual student-run literary and visual art magazine.
As projectors showcased the
magazine's visual art —which
included images from photographers, graphic designers and other
artists using media such as "string
and aluminum foil"—the authors
whose submissions were selected
for "Fragments" read poems and
short stories and shared the inspiration for their works with the

happening at the
same time. Gala goers were able
eat food, talk to the artists and buy
their own copy of "Fragments"
for $4.
senior dinner

The magazine this year is noticeably different from last year
the opening gala was actually
postponed a few months ago due
to budget cuts. A smaller budget
meant the magazine's publication
had to be pushed back a few weeks
—

and ended up coming to light in a
different form. As opposed to the
more book-like format of previous
issues of "Fragments," this year's
has more of a magazine feel, with
matte pages and staples instead
of the stitched binding last year's
gala's attendees.
"We're celebrating the official issue featured. Murphy said the
release of the magazine," said budget cuts made them rethink
Laurie Murphy, junior creative the publication, but it didn't end
writing major and literary direcup impacting the quality of the
finished product.
tor of "Fragments." "It's sort of a
fun, end of the year thing."
"It went a little rocky," Murphy
Readers at the gala included said. "But the final product is
literary editor and freshman wonderful. We did a big overhaul
English major Grayson Stocks, and saved $3,000, it was a mad
dash to the end."
senior philosophy major Michael
"Fragments" pieces are picked
Magidman and senior creative
Kronlund,
each
major
year by a team of art and
Mallory
writing
who wrote a poem about her ex- literary editors who utilize a
"blind" selection process. Aside
periences as a child with an unfrom the two directors, nobody at
diagnosed illness.
"When I was in high school, I
"Fragments" knew who submitwas a really sick kid, and I always ted what pieces when they were
had to go to doctors," Kronlund making decisions.
"[The publication] went really
said before reading her piece titled
"The Marks The Needles Have well," said Tiffany Ta, senior digiLeft." "They didn't know what tal design major and "Fragments'"
was wrong with me, and they art director. "There were a coustill don't."
ple things we'd like to improve
[for next year]
The event was modestly atwe needed
tended and had people filing in more art."
and out throughout, most likely
due to the scheduling conflict of Angelo can be reached at
the annual English Department carosioa@seattleu.edu
...

Braden VanDragt
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Spectator designer and photographer, Garfett Mukai (above) and eight other Seattle U students gathered
on Logan Field May 29 in order to compete in the first annual "Gallon Challenge" event. Contestants attempted to drink a gallon of milk in one hour without vomiting. Over 70 people came to see the event.
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A summer in Seattle is a terrible thing to waste
-512. East

on

SR-512 to SR-7, then

south on SR-7 to SR 706 to the
Nisqually Entrance. Visit the Mt.
Rainier National Park Web site for
more

GarrettMukai
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A new way to see Seattle is to explore Washington Park Arboretum's
waterways by canoe or kayak. Both can be rented at the arboretum.
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
Seattle: the Emerald City—not
the one in "The Wizard ofOz. With
the Puget Sound, Lake Washington,
Olympic and Cascade mountain
ranges in sight, Seattle is a jewel,
especially since it's a metropolis.
School's winding down, which
usually means one of three things
for the summer: more school,
home or work. But if you stay in
the Seattle area, the helpful leaders
and newly-announced OAR director, Mileva Huljev, have compiled
a list of things to do in the Seattle
area.
The Washington Park
Arboretum is a local hotspot on hot
days. Kayaking through it is a great
way to explore and cool off through
reeds and narrow waterways. Pack
a picnic and take in Seattle from

the lake. The noise from the bridge
turns into a constant hum and then
the birds chirp to the tune—also
makes for a great date. To get there
catch the 43 or 48 metro line.
Down by the arboretum you
can find Madison Park on Lake
Washington for a shaded swimming hole. Head east on Madison
Street until you come to the end
and see the lake.
You know that big mountain to
the south? Not only was it the first
place to claim reports of flying saucers, but it is also Washington's tallest mountain: Mt. Rainier (that's
where the tasty beverage got its
moniker). Day hikes around Mt.
Rainier are some of the best in the
area, and offer a great retreat. Don't
plan on hiking to the top, though,
that's best left for the more trained
and experienced hikers. Drive
south on 1-5, take exit 127 to SR-

information.

Those nice white caps off to the
west you like to photograph when
there's a pretty sunset? They're the
Olympic Mountains out in the only
rainforest in North America. Hike
the mountains, then take a day or
two down on the coast and see the
Pacific Ocean, wild and powerful,
crash against the beach and bluffs.
See http://www.nps.gov/olym/
for details on parking passes and
suggestions.
A great way to see the Cascades
is to get on US-2/highway 2/State
Route-2 (depending on which generation you're in). Hike up Stevens
Pass the analog way—without ski
lifts, and see what it's like without
snow. Keep heading east to find
Leavenworth—the little Bavarian
village—a good jump-off spot for
all kinds of recreation: mountain
biking, whitewater river rafting,
cliff diving, hiking, camping,
horseback riding or the saltwater
taffy. OAR director Mileva Huljev
recommends Osprey Rafting for

rafting needs.
Bike the Burke-Gilman Trail
from Golden Gardens to the
northern tip ofLake Washington
for an 18-mile trip. Another great
biking spot is West Seattle. Start
at the top, ride around California
Avenue then head downhill to Alki
Beach to soak up the sun, throw a
Frisbee and maybe grab some fish

and chips. From West Seattle, you
can take the ferry from Fauritleroy
to Vashon Island for some more local exploration and biking.
Feeling helpful? Call Washington
Trails Association or visit the Web
site and sign up for a trail work
day. The work parties are fun and
rewarding, and more importantly
a great excuse to hike with new
people with similar interests. Or
join Earth Corps for a half-day
service project like planting trees
or mulching.
On those less-than-desirable
rainy summer days, join OAR at
Vertical World for $15—good all
summer —for rock climbing. Once
you get a hold of it, head east on
1-90 toward the Gorge and stop before crossing the Columbia River
Bridge at Vantage for outdoor

Garrett Mukai
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OAR rents equipment year-round
through the Rec Sports office.

20 exit

west to

Anacortes for the

ferry to one of several islands: San
climbing.
Juan, Orcas, Shaw or Lopez. See
Leaving Seattle can be fun, the WSDOT Web site for details
too. Vancouver Island, north of on fares (all are round-trip), but
Washington in America's largest generally a car of five should cost
park, aka Canada, offers a fantas- around $100 ($2O per person).
tic getaway. Biking, hiking, campWhile out on the coast, head
ing, kayaking, whale watching, to La Push or Westport and try
bird watching, beaches, fishing surfing Northwest style. It can be
and general exploring abound on cold and windy, but offers a good
the massive landmass long broken opportunity for strange camping
offfrom die mainland.Travel north
to Vancouver, BC then catch the
ferry to the island.
On die way to Vancouver Island,
think about skipping Canada and
ferrying to the San Juan Islands
for basically the same things you
can do on Vancouver Island, but
on several tiny American islands.
Heading north on 1-5, take die US-

High Five: Moments from first D-l season

memories.
The summer has hit Seattle
already, and it feels good. Maybe
it's the vitamin D seeping into
my pores, but graduating without
anything lined up for work doesn't
sound so bad.

Ben can be reached at
watanab-1©seattleu.edu

Season
Highlights
Both basketball teams
break the 20-win barrier
Women's basketball
finishes 10-0 at Connolly
Center
Women's tennis defeats
Eastern Washington
University in first season
Katie Hansen, senior

BradenVanDragt
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Left: Former men's basketball head coach Joe Callero celebrates with his team as Seattle U closes out its D-l opponent Loyola Man/mount at
Key Arena. Right: RedZone fans cheer, jeer and rally upon the Redhawks' 49-39 win. 5,000 spectators came to see SU's 'Return to D-L'
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor

Compiled with the help of athletics, the
following are the consensus favorite

LMU—best moment of
my eight years as Seattle
U basketball coach." Joe
Callero, former Seattle
U head men's basketball
coach

moments as selected by the Athletics
Department staff and student-athletes,

and me.

5

Jan.

1 men's basketball game

Loyola Marymount
University. Redhawks win
49-39 in front of almost 5,000

4

Daniel Sullivan breaks 400meter hurdles record at the
Oregon Relays, places second .03 seconds from first place.

vs.

spectators.

"Jan. 1 victory over

"He ran the best race of his
career at Hayward Field,
one of the most sacred sites
in all of track and field." Eric
Schueffner, track and field

assistant coach

3Come-from-behind

win
against North Dakota in

women's basketball, 75-74.

"Women's basketball
coming from 12 down and
5 down with 30 seconds to
go to defeat North DakotaOne of the best games I've
witnessed at Seattle U."
Justin Kesterson, sports
information graduate
assistant

2

Volleyball wins season
opener against Boise State
University in three straight
sets in Boise, Idaho, at the Boise
State Bronco Invitational.

1

Men's soccer pulls off upset at
University ofPortland in the
last minute.

"Chris Hodges scored the
game-winner with less
than two minutes left, and
it was a great performance
over a regional D-l rival."
Sean Rawson, senior men's
soccer midfield

cross country runner,
wins the Pier Park Invite

at the University of
Portland
Joe Callero announces
new position at Cat PolySan Luis Obispo
Cameron Dollar hired as
head basketball coach
Softball winsthe
Independent Tournament
Head swim coach Craig
Mallery takes leave
Swim breaks 10 school
records at conference

sports
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Hockey: Speedo, snorkel required
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor

Wearing Speedos, protective

The Spectator

BradenVanDragt

Underwater alternative sport gaining popularity at SU and globally.

Men's hoops plans
to go for the money
Kevin Atchley

Staff Writer
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
One month into Cameron
Dollars time at Seattle University
and he's two hires and two recruits

deep.
Dollar and the Redhawks athletics department hired Darren
Talley as an assistant coach and
Mike Jones as director ofbasketball operations. Dollar and Talley
worked together at the University
ofWashington: Dollar as an assisand Talley as director
of video operations. Jones' travel
to Seattle added a few more frequent flyer miles than Talley. He
left Pasadena City College as an
assistant athletic director.
Next year, the team will play
a full slate of Division I games.
In the midst of a five-year transitional period back to D-I, Dollar
said the team will be competitive
and hopes to reach the National
Invitation Tournament in New
York at the season's conclusion.
He said the competitiveness
comes with improvement and
hard work by the entire team.
"We're getting better every
day," Dollar said. "We're focusing
on growth and improvement over
the course of the season."
tant coach

the Tri-County Conference
playoffs in die past two seasons.
For his senior year, Eakles led his
league in scoring, averaging 17
points and racked 48 blocked
shots. That led him to earn league
MVP honors his senior season.
Lever hails from Midland
Texas Junior College. A 6-foot
guard, Lever led his team to the
junior college national championship game last season. Lever was
also fifth in the nation among
junior college basketball players
with 2.3 steals per game. Lever
averaged seven points and four asto

sists last season and has two years

of college eligibility remaining.

Historically, teams struggle
when transitioning from one
coach to another or large personnel changes. So far the Seatde U
team is steadily adjusting. Chris
Gweth, junior guard, said the
team is buying into what Dollar
is selling.
"We haven't had much of a
chance to go through offensive
stuff with coach Dollar," Gweth
explained. "But from the workouts, we can tell that we have
a tough coach who is all about
helping us to be the best we can
be, as well as getting wins."
Gweth added coming offof a
21-win season, the team is fully
capable of repeating last year's
success.

"Yes, that is very achievable,"
Dollar rebuffed calling next
season a rebuild, and instead Gweth said. "We work extremely
hard on and offthe court so whatcalled it strategic.
"[Our] goal is not to float ever is thrown at is, I'm sure that
around, but to set tangible goals we can handle it."
As the off-season drags on,
for yourself to get into the playoffs," Dollar said. "Our job is Dollar and his players can only
wait and prepare for the upcomto work everyday to get the job
ing season to arrive. Playing home
completed."
One step toward making the games in the Key Arena, a former
postseason is Dollar's investment NBA arena, only makes that wait
all the more agonizing.
in the team's youth. Dollar re"It is a fun challenge and it is
cently signed two recruits to the
men's basketball team: Adam enticing," Gweth said. "I look forEakles and Garrett Lever, son of ward to finishing my senior year
former NBA all-star point guard playing at the Key Arena."
Next season will chalLafayette "Fat" Lever.
"I knew about both recruits lenge Dollar, his new staff and
before I even came to Seattle U," 'Redhawks recruits to go for the
Dollar said. "I've known them for money.
years and have had background
Kevin can be reached at
with them before."
Eakles, a 6-foot-7 forward out atchleyk@seattleu .edu
ofWoodland High School, Calif.,
was the first recruit Dollar signed. Ben can be reached at
Eakles boasts leading his team watanabl@seattleu.edu

Cabs explained the sport caught
on at Seattle U two decades ago in
1988.
"We've been doing this here for
almost 20 years now," Cabs said.
"We're hoping this fall to start a
school club at Seattle U. We're trying to get the university to interact
with the sport."
Cabs said the alternative sport is
popular outside the Seattle area.
"There's a club up at Western
hour to complete.
Underwater hockey uses both Washington, and there's quite a
refs and lifeguards, one of the only few clubs in California," Cabs said.
"San Jose is pretty much the capital
sports with safety professionals
of underwater hockey."
present.
least
The United States is not the only
"There are threerefs and at
one lifeguard present in an official
place where underwater sports are
gaining popularity, though.
game," Cabs said.
hold
To start the game, players
"Actually, in New Zealand it's a
ends
of
school sport," Cabs said.
high
the pool.
on to opposite
it's an indoor, underwaBecause
A three-pound, brightly colored
ter
activity, underwater hockey can
hockey puck is dropped in the
be
of
the
played year-round.
center
pool, like hockey.
"In years past we've taken August
from
a
team
will say,
One player
but we're pretty much die-hards
off,
and
players
the 12
"Ready...Go"
the
we
try not to take any time off,"
to
so
engage in a frantic charge
said.
of
the
Cabs
center
pool.
The puck can only be moved by
Underwater hockey is not an
each
stick
player
Olympic
sport, but Cabs said he
the mini hockey
the
grow in popularity and
order
to
move
it
can
puck
hopes
carries. In
of
the
Olympics.
a player must glide it along the botjoin
"If [underwater hockey] could
tom of the pool; at three pounds,
catch
on at the Olympics, I think
won't
float.
it
allowed
to
kick
the
are
not
sport would gain even more
Players
attention and popularity than it's
or hit the other players while in the
pool, but often contact between already getting," Cabs said. "That
players occurs. The team that can would be phenomenal."
As of now, Cabs and his team are
glide the puck across the pool into
the other team's net gets a point. enjoying their time in the water.
This net is not an actual net, but
rather a long metal rod at opposite Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
vertical ends of the pool.
Cabs has played underwater
hockey since he went to school at Ben can be reached at
watanabi©seattleu.edu
Western Washington University.
it's
a
great
"I played in college;
sport," he said.

12-minute halves," Cabs said.
"It's just like regular hockey in the
sense that the team with the highest
score wins."
In general, teams consist of 10
people each, with six starters and
four bench players. The same rule
of 'no touching the puck with
your hands' applies to underwater
hockey as well. A full game of6 vs.
6 will typically take about half an

to

head-wear, a mask, snorkel, fins and
glovesholding onto a small hockey
stick, the Underwater Hockey Club
looks more like a diving expedition
than a sports team.
There aren't hard checks into the
wall and players don'tregularly engage in gloves-off fights, but moving underwater is still physically

demanding.
The length of play differs, with
underwater hockey playing two
15-minute halves, instead of three

periods.
"It's a great sport, and I hope to
be doing this for a long time," said
Alan Cabs, a member of the Seattle
Sea Hammers.
Eric French, sophomore electrical engineering major, decided to
play after hearing about it. French
had never seen—let alone played—
underwater hockey, but found the
idea compelling. After a tutorial of
how the game was played, Eric got
in the water and gave it a try.
At the end of the game, which
ended at 5-2, French said trying to
score shuffling the puck along the
bottom of the pool was exhausting and different from regular ice

hockey.
"It was fun, but tiring for sure,"
French said.
Cabs and his team enjoyed success by winning the national championship in 2004 and 2005. The
team's success stems from practices
every Tuesday and Saturday in the
Connolly Center pool.
"Sometimes they can go down

New sport to vie for legacy
Cover

Life in the fast-lane

�

The 2009-2010 season will be the last transitional year for mens and women's
soccer because both teams are being
fast-tracked and will be have full and
active D-I status in the 2010-2011
season.

Returning for the men's soccer
team will be the team's top scorer
last year: Kyle Peterman. Peterman
led the team in his freshman year
with seven goals and three assists
and scored 17 total points.
Goalkeeper Emerson DeOliveira
boasted a .875 percentage with 28
saves last season and carries that into
his senior year.
"To have a successful season we
need good defense," said Brad Agoos,
men's soccer head coach. "And that
starts with our goalkeeper."
Agoos said sophomore midfielder
Sean Morris will be another player
to watch.
"We're expecting him to step it
up a little bit more as a junior and
continue to provide leadership,"
Agoos said. "He should have a great
season."
On the women's side, head coach
Julie Woodward named three up-

perclassmen

as

players

to

watch

next year.

Jamie Coe and Kate Edstrom

will be captains their senior year.
Coe was the leading goal scorer for
the team in 2008 with 11 goals and
24 total points. Edstrom led the
team

defensively.

Kara Kutder, a forward entering
her junior year, was second in goals
with five and 17 total points.
"Kara had an unbelievable spring
season and scored a ton of goals,"
Woodward said. "[She's] one of our
most exciting players to watch."
Goalkeeper Madison Goverde
had 20 starts and 56 saves this season, as a freshman.
Start with foundation
For men's basketball, Chris
Gweth is the top returning scorer
with 312 points last season. Mike
Boxley was fourth in points with
253. Gweth and Boxley will lead
die team as seniors.
Aaron Broussard arid Drew
Harris were top scorers at die March
3 game against the University of
Washington posting 13 and 11
points respectively, and could be the
future for new head coach Cameron
Dollar.
A new team, a new
tradition
Seattle Us newest sport, baseball,
will be the new kid on the block in
its first season in almost 20 years.

Head coach Donny Harrel said
baseball players who transferred
from other colleges will provide leadership and experience on the new
team. Arlo Evasick, a right-handed
pitcher transferred from Everett
Community College where he led
the Northwest Athletic Association
of Community Colleges in wins.
"He will be a huge plus for us,"
Harrel added.
Blaine Jones, another righthanded pitcher, transferred from
Saddleback Junior College

in

California. Harrel said Jones is important because ofhis ability to close
games.
Harrel also listed two transfer
centerfielders, Phil Parrish and Doug
Buser as assets to the team because
of their previous experience at D-I
schools. Parrish and Buser transferred from University ofKansas
and University of Oklahoma, respectively. Both Parrish and
Buser were on campus this
year but lost a year of eligibility
in order to meet NCAA eligibility
requirements.
"We hope to take from them experience from Division I and pass
that on to our incoming players,"
Harrel said.

Taylor can be reached
olsont@seattleu.edu
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opinion
Students deserve to know about budget
Last year, The Spectator became a forum for a hot topic on
campus: class cuts in the face of budget woes and a growing
student body.
It began with a story Jan. 30,2008 in whichWallace Loh, former dean of Arts and Sciences, estimated as many as 110 classes
would be cut for this school year. Later reports informed students
diat the German program essentially could be cut. Letters to the
editor came from students and faculty who shared their two cents
about the cuts.
This year, despite the recession and 5 percent base budget cuts
across die university, these stories are missing from The Spectator.
We can't tell you how many classes were cut in die College of
Arts and Sciences, and if not classes, where cuts have been
made instead.
Anecdotal evidence points to classes disappearing whenschedules were updated. To name just one example, a Spectator editor
found three of die four classes diey needed to graduate had been
cut for next year.
We've failed to report on cuts within die largest college
and how they will affect you—whether you're a student or
faculty member.
We failed, in part, because Spectator reporters and editors who
tried to interview interim Arts and Sciences Dean Paulette Kidder
regarding the budget were rejected repeatedly.
When The Spectator reported that smaller programs were

losing course releases that give dieir program chairs a break from
teaching a class so diey can be administrators, Kidder declined to
comment or discuss specifics about any program or the college
as a whole. This past week, a Spectator reporter had an interview
canceled because, as an assistant to the dean wrote, "[Kidder]
has already spoken with your reporters about the budget situation on several occasions and has no new comments to add at
this time."
This lack of transparency is in stark contrast to last year, when
Spectator reporters and editors were provided with the best information Loh could provide whenever they contacted him.
The difference between the years goes beyond interactions with
The Spectator staff. Last year, Loh held a forum with students to
discuss budget cuts. That forum was followed by another forum
with students at which university executives explained the cuts.
While a lack of cooperation from the dean's office hampers
reporting, Spectator editors and reporters accept responsibility
for not pursuing the facts elsewhere. More resources should and
could have been directed toward getting the information.
Seattle University is a tuition-driven institution. Students are
the university's costumers and should have budget cut information made available to them and have the opportunity to provide
feedback to university leaders.
This may not be a public university, but this community still
has a right to know.
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Marriages between
classes, marriages oflove (as opposed
a spotty one.

to

Homosexuals are less valid members of society than heterosexuals.
Were you affected by that statement? Did it strike you? Did it enrage you? This is the message that
was sent to every member of the gay
community in the United States first
with the passing, men the upholding of Proposition 8 in California.
This measure, striking from legal
recognition any same-sex relationship, is considered by the nation's
gay community a political challenge
of their basic human rights; an effective announcement to gay people
across the state of California, as well
as the United States ofAmerica, that
their "lifestyle," while acceptable in
certain extents, is most definitely not
worthy of legal recognition.
Loving homosexual couples are
to remain marginalized, for fear
of "traditional marriage" losing its
validity. Traditional marriage is, of
course, defined as one man and one
woman: a union validated by society and God for its obvious purpose
of procreation, and in some vague
arguments, the completion of the
physical being (the slot A, tab B
scenario). However, in a refutation
called forth constantly by proponents of gay marriage rights, the
history of "traditional marriage" is

family-arranged unions) and

in-

terracial marriage have all been attacked by this same argument for
"tradition."
It's clear that the institution of
marriage was able to grow and expand like any valid law should be
able to—with the changing times
without crumbling apart. Part ofthe
opposition to gay marriage involves
the right of those offering services
to deny these to same-sex couples,
based upon their freedom of religious expression. This right to discriminate is one which has been a
large part of American history; how
long ago was it that refusing to serve
African-Americans was not only legally valid, but socially expected?
It is clear this issue has implications far widerdian the specific right
to marry.
However, the fight for marriage
equality, while pooh-pooh'd by some
as being trivial or unnecessary is only
one facet of an immense and complicated issue, steeped in historical
perspectives of sexuality and concerning even the most basic rights
of individuals to be accepted into
society. Even the fact that it is samesex marriage which is receiving such
—

clamorous political

attention —not,

for example, police discrimination
against queer individuals, or the

fact that over halfofhomeless youth
identify as queer—speaks to the nature of our political institution. Gay
people have fought long and hard to
achieve even basic acceptance into
society, the constitutional promise
of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness"; that an issue relevant
to only certain members of our
community—those with the desire, or even the means to marry—
reflects who is wielding the political
strength of the community.
It is clear that even this attempt
to further ingratiate the gay community into mainstream society
marginalizes others within it. Many
within the queer community view
the fight for same-sex marriage as
not only unnecessary, but dangerously irrelevant. For example, in batding for "same-sex" marriage, where
are transgender individuals to fit in?
Can a male-to-female transgender
be considered legally "heterosexual"
if passable as a female interested in
men? Is "pass-ability" even something desirable, except for latent
societal benefits? The fight for samesex marriage is steeped in a desire
to conform to heterosexual society,
to mimic their institutions, so say
some gay opponents of the movement toward marriage rights; the effort to legitimize gay adherence to
hetero-normative structures which
further oppress them is needless and

obsequious, they say.
All of this is very interesting
from an objective, sociological perspective; however, that does not negate that we are mad as hell at this
vile proposition. I am not alone in
my anger at being told by society,
through the passing of Proposition
8 as well as various, imperceptible
but ultimately important aspects
of hetero-normative society, that
a critical part of my identity as an
individual will prevent me from enjoying the full rights of citizenship
in this country.
However, perhaps there is a

better method to combating this
second-class citizenship than focus
on a single issue of contention.
Attention should not be showered
on this specific issue, but rather on
how the structures of our society
have made it necessary to fight for
our rights as members of the queer
community. We should include all
who wish to be included in our fight,
lest we mirror the latent socio-cultural exclusivity prevalent in many
minority rights campaigns (i.e.; the
Civil Rights movement as primarily
male, and the feminist movement as
primarily white). Inclusion must be
sought first within the community,
before it is sought without.

Mehron can be reached at
shots.of.dna@gmail.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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ASSU addresses a year Letter to the Editor:
full of action, progress Outsourced bookstore
Student vdbes, transparency and prudence vital to decision
Kai Smith
ASSU President
As newly-elected ASSU officers
began the
with
little
bit
of
bea
tension
year
tween us and the administration.We
had spent our campaigns forcefully
calling for student representatives
on more university committees, requesting access to financial records
for tuition transparency and for responsible investment oversight, and
all of us pledged to students that
we would not back down when,
and if, the goals of the administration clashed with those of the
student body.
And yet it is funny how this
in the Fall of 2008, we

Work is never done
because people

will always need

representation.
year ended on a different note
than it began, as nearly every major accomplishment this year came
about through cooperation. ASSU
successfully advocated for a significant increase in student representation, from the Board ofTrustees on
down. ASSU worked with athletics
to incorporate Red Zone, our student spirit club, into ASSU. ASSU
created and funded the Sustainable
University Revolving Fund (SURF),
a board which will invest in renewable energy projects that will reduce
Seattle Us energy use and save our
campus money. ASSU brought
students in contact with faculty,
from our Jesuit Mariner game to
our transfer, budget and other forums. And lastly, we advocated for
students on those"un-sexy" but still
critical issues, from expanding the

NightHawk service to providing
the 355 free newspapers distributed
around campus every weekday.

And so our work

goes on, sometimes
unnoticed.
Despite these accomplishments
and despite a year maturity and
growth, nearly every outgoing
ASSU officer has a tinge of disappointment about this year. We each
yearned to do just a bit more: to
provide input on one more program or idea that was percolating,
to reach out to one more student
who was attempting to acclimate
to Seattle U. But that dissatisfaction may be the nature of public
service—work is never done because people will always need representation, advocacy and action on

their behalf.
Finally, I

want to thank each
and every ASSU officer because so
much of our public service work
goes unrecognized. We debate the
particulars of a proposed budget, haggle over the details of the

Dear Editor,
As die student members of die
Bookstore Advisory Board, appointed by ASSU, it is our duty to
make known to die Bookstore die
concerns and priorities of students.
Over the past few years we have
done our best to fulfill this charter
and made great strides in providing
students, faculty, staff and alumni
the products and services they have
requested at a fair and reasonable
price. While this is an ongoing
process, we are happy with the
progress and continue to serve the
campus community to the best of
our abilities.
Despite our close interaction
with the bookstore we were surprised, like many others, at the
university's sudden announcement
regarding die exploration ofselling
our bookstore.
The motivations driving this
inquiry and the expected outcomes for students remain unclear.
Further information has not been

forthcoming despite die potential
financial implications for students.
These concerns represent just a few
of many that are still outstanding
and must be addressed in order to
make an informed decision that
represents die best interests of students. We therefore implore the

Bookstore Outsourcing Committee
to keep these three points in
mind while making this critical
decision:
1. The best interests of students,
faculty and staff must be served in
whatever decision is made. We worry that the university may make a
financial decision that will be borne
on die back of students.
2. Transparency is key. This
is truly an issue of great importance to students, who should be
involved in every step of die decision-making process. We are happy
about the placement ofboth an undergraduate and graduate student
on the Bookstore Outsourcing
Committee and expect their voices
to be heard.
3. A decision as important as
this cannot be rushed. Artificial
timelines do none of us good. Let's
gadier the best informationwe can
before making any decision regarding the fate of die Bookstore.
We would also like to hear what
you have to say about diis matter.
Please contact your members of
ASSU through the "Be Heard"
page on their Web site. Visit:
www2.seatdeu.edu/assu/ and post
your comments.
ASSU Bookstore
Advisory Board

NightHawk's policies and

request
complex and lengthy documents

regarding our Board ofTrustees investment policies. Most folks don't

Corrections

have the time and often lack the
interest to engage in these issues,
and so our work goes on, sometimes unnoticed. This, it seems to
me, is what makes ASSU's work
such an admirable pursuit—it is
both unending and often unrecognized. And those who do it, both
this year's and next year's group,
deserve an enormous amount of
credit and thanks.

In the story "Students vie for better business" Point Inside, not Nanocel,
won the grand prize and the people's choicefor theBusiness Ran Competition. We regret the error.
Also in that story, Josh Marti is a member of Point Inside, not Nanocel,
as reported. Point Inside is an indoor mapping and navigation company.
We regret the errors.
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The story "Plans for outsourcing bookstore under way" was changed
to reflect that the Seattle U Bookstore makes $500,000 to $600,000 a
year for the unwersity and contributes $400,000 of In kind" services like
discounts and scholarships. We regret the error.

The great debate
about
I

Kai can be reached at
smit2ls3@seattleu.edu

Remembering 2008-2009, the year to cry about
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
How much can a haggard, exhausted and likely hung-over college student remember about one
year? If your brain cells are failing
you due to an overdose of drugs/
the Holy Spirit, then the list below
is meant to jog your memory about
the most memorable events of the
last nine months at Seattle U.
September: A new crop offreshmen, otherwise known as "fresh
tender meat," rolled onto campus.
The transitional triple is born,
and the younglings pack in like
canned sardines.
During welcome week, the
school is introduced to the academic convocation for the year.
Does anyone remember what
the theme was? I don't either.
The school moves to Division I
sports. That means' our players are
instantly better.
October: Couples dress up

like Harry and Dumbledore for
Halloween. Students trick or treat
for alcohol. Families visit for family
weekend.
Neither of your parents finds
your stash of vodka and porn.
A kid gets mugged in front of
the library.
Students develop a fear of the
library and book circulation plummets. An angry woman and an old
man lose the election.
Barack is hailed as the second
Christ. He can't turn water into
wine, but he can turn our dreams
into reality.
November: Fall Ball, aka Hot
Sweat Festival 2008, comes to
Benaroya. It's a night to remember; too bad no one remembers it.
A very annoying man shows us a
cute baby sucking on a lemon. He
is caught and forced to suck a lemon as punishment. A lot of people
vote "No" on Prop 8. Those same
people lose faith in democracy.
December: Christmas is just

around the corner! A blizzard hits
Seattle, the worst in years. We
make human sacrifices to the gods
of Microsoft and Starbucks. Snow
eventually stops.

May: Sasquatch
introduces students to
the elusive Green Man.

though. Valentines Day makes
Seattle U couples swoon and Seatde
U singles cry. Romeo and Juliet
hits the Lee Center like Russia hit
Georgia. Some bands battle it out
for king of the mediocre college
band crown.
March: Our basketball rivalry
with the Huskies ends with a blowout. We really showed them who's
boss! Students leave for Spring
Break and leave their inhibitions
at

January: We're finally charged
for printing. The school blames sustainability and their empty wallets.
Ohama is inaugurated into office.
GeorgeW. Bush is finally taken out
of the game. The collective recovery period begins. The P-I plans to
close because oflow readership. A
headline about it is printed in the
Seattle Times, but no one reads it.
February: Famous authors John
Updike and Sherman Alexie come
to Seattle. Only Alexie survives,

home.

"The Watchmen" premieres
the delight of Seattle U's
nerd population. "The Vagina
Monologues" premiere on campus.
Women are empowered to scold
their boyfriends.
to

April: After 12 e-mails telling
students to attend Dance Marathon,
it actually happens. Afterwards we
get 12 e-mails thanking us for attending Dance Marathon.
Drag Queens come to entertain and to show us the life we
could have had if we had gone to

Gonzaga. UNC wins the NCAA
trophy and the award for the worst
mascot, the Tar Heel.
May: The 'Epic' Quadstock
finally hits campus, headed by
Talib Kweli. House-hopping,
by the way, involves little-to-no
actual hopping.
jSasquatch introduces students
the elusive Green Man, and
the elusive Mary Jane. "Star Trek"
comes out. Spock wins the hearts of
many women and a few men.
June: Seniors graduate as "unluckiest class of the new millennium." Finals stand in the way of
our summer. Vacation finally gets
here and students can breath a sigh
of relief.
The most important thing to
'remember about next year is not
to repeat your mistakes, unless
they're funny. Have a good summer, Seattle University!
to

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

lastlooks

public
safety
reports

Trespass Warning
May 28, 11:30 p.m.

Defining photos, stories of '08-'09

A student reported a male nonaffiliate in the Xavier lobby restroom. The male was identified
and trespassed warned from
university property.
Fire Alarm
May 28,10:45 am.
The construction staff were welding on the roof of the new 12thSt.
building, which set off the building
fire alarms and evacuated all the
occupants of the building. Seattle Fire Department and Public
Safety cleared the roof and fire
alarm.

Trespass warning
May 28, 11:45 an.
A student reported to Public Safety that there was a non-affiliate
male in theLemieux library read-.
ing room viewing offensive material on the Internet. The male was
identified and trespassed warned
from university property.

The controversial trimming of the iconic
sequoia tree caused some dissention
and protest among staff and students.

In a grueling, defensive match Seattle U rallied to defeat Loyola Marymount University 49-39
in the much-hyped Jan. 1 game at the Key Arena. In front of 5,000 spectators, Seattle U
triumpantly declared the return to Division I to much celebration after a 20-year absence.

Photos by Braden VanDragt
except for photo of
President Obama

Malicious Mischief
May 28, 7:15 p.m.
Public Safety discovered graffiti
in black permanent marker on
the lid of a university trash can.
Public Safety photographed the
graffiti and submitted a deficiency
to Facilities to initiateremoval.
Medical assist
May 28, 8:50 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a report of a student vomiting in the
7thfloor women's restroom. Public Safety & Seattle Fire Department evaluated the student for flu,
which she claimed to have been
suffering from for the last week.
The student was transported to
Swedish First Hill.

Spectator writers Joshua Lynch and Angelo Carosio revealed the illicit
acitivites in Campion's neighboring properties and traced the area's
high crime rates to the Our Lady of Mount Carmel daytime shelter.

Students commemorated President Obama's inauguration with
joy, skepticism and conversation.

Trespass Warning
May 29,1:15 am.
Public Safety contacted three
non-affiliates loitering near the
trash receptacles on the north
side of Xavier. The individuals
were identified and trespassed
warned from university property.
Suspicious Circumstance
May 29,12:00 p.m.

Marguerite "Maggie" Barankitse was awarded the $1 millionOpus Foundation
Award for her work with orphans in Burundi, Africa. Seattle U and the Opus
Foundation honored two other inspirational leaders in social justice.

Public Safety received areport of
a male who studentsfelt was not
an affiliate entering the Bellarmine lobby, using a telephone, and
yelling at whomever he called.
Public Safety is investigating.

In January, Seattle U President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. and the Oregon Province of the Society of Jesus were named as a defendants
in a lawsuit concerning sexual abuse of native Alaskan children.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

3mber organizes film festival

Following election day, Seattle U students and other Seattleites marched through the city in opposition to the passage of
Proposition 8, the Calif, law banning homosexual marriage.

A new look at war and guilt

